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INTRODUCTION
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This six volume series contains the theme papers commissioned
for the National Congress on Catholic Schools for the 21st Century,
to be convened on November 6 - 10. 1991.

The National Congress is a jointly planned venture of the three
departments of the National Catholic Educational Association (NCEA)
directly associated with Catholic schools. With the enthusiastic en-
dorsements of the executive committees and directors of the Depart-
ment of Elementary Schools, Departmant of Secondary Schools and
the Chief Administrators of Catholic Education (CACE), this unprece-
dented project is intended to revitalize and renew the climate of
opinion and commitment to the future of Catholic schooling in the
United States.

The purpose of the Congress can be described in terms of three
broad goals. To communicate the story of academic and meligious
effectiveness of Catholic schools to a national audience that includes
the whole Catholic community, as well as the broader social and
political community. To celebrate the success of Catholic schools
in the United States and broaden support for the continuation and
expansion of Catholic schooling in the future. To convene an assem-
bly of key leade:s in Calholic schooling as well as appropriate
representatives of researchers, business and public officials in order
to create strategies for the future of the schools, These strategies
address five themes:

The Catholic Identity of Catholic Schools; Leadership of and on
Behalf of Catholic Schools; The Catholic School and Society; Catholic
School Governance and Finance; and Political Action, Public Policy
and Catholic Schools.

The eleven commissioned papers contained in these six volumes
represent a common starting point for the discussion at the Congress
itself and in the national, regional and local dialogue prior to the
Congress.

Since the American bishops published To Teach As Jesus Did, their
pastoral letter on Catholic education, in 1972, the number of Catholic
schools in the United States has decreased by 19% and the number
of students served by those schools has decreased by 38%. Simul-
taneously, a growing body of research on Catholic schools indicates
that these schools are extremely effective and are a gift to the church
and the nation.

This dilemma of shrinking numbers of schools and established ef-
fectiveness indicates a need to refocus efforts, reinvigorate commit-
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meat and revitalize leadership at the national and local levels. Thus

the idea of a national forum was conceived.
These pamrs will be useful in fostering a national dialogue, aimed

at clarifying the current status of Catholic schools in the United

States, and developing a set of strategies for the future in order to
strengthen and expand the network of Catholic schools throughout

the country.
A number of regional meetings will be held throughout the country

prior to the National Congress. These meetings will have a purpose

similar to the Congress and be committed to the same three broad

goals. They provide opportunities for large numbers of persons
involved in and committed to Catholic education to read the theme

papers, discuss the identified major issues, and develop written

summaries of these discussions. using the study guides included in

this series. These meetings will insure the broadest possible partici-

pation and strengthen the linkage between national strategies and

local action on behalf of Catholic schools.
Delegates to the National Congress will be present at each of the

regional meetings. NCEA staff and Congress Planning Committee

members will be available to serve as resources and presenters. The
results and recommendations from all regional meetings will be

included as agenda for the National Congress.
This input from the regional meetings will allow the National

Congress to be more representative of the total Catholic community.
Consequently, the Congress will be more effective in representing the

needs of Catholic schools and thus more able to develop effective

and reestic strategies on their behalf. Regional meetings will be

held after the Congress as an additional means of strengthening the

linkage between national and local, strategy and action.
As Father Andrew Greeley has observed in his research and

commentators are so fond of repeating, Catholic schools are most

needed and most effective during times of crisis and stress. In the

world of the 21st centurywith its increasing population, dwindling

of already scarce resources. and persistent growth in the gap between

rich and poor - collaboration may not come easily. The present

conflict in the Middle East being the most visible example. At the

same time, rapid and largely unexpected clianges in Eastern Europe

remind us that the human spirit cannot be kept permanently
imprisoned by those who deny the persistent presence and power

of the Spirit. Catholic schools which are true to their mission can
provide powerful and influential awareness, gentleness and collabo-

ration. They can serve as models for schooling in the next millenium.

The six volumes in this series are:
Volume 1: An Overview, containing summaries of all eleven

papers.
Volume H: The Catholic Identity of Catholic Schools, with papers

by James Heft, SM and Carleen Reck, SSND.

Volume 111: Leadership of and on Behalf of Catholic Schools, with

papers by Karen Ristau and Joseph Rogus.
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Volume IV: The Catholic School and Society, with papers by
Frederick Brigham, John Convey and Bishop John
Cummins.

Volume V: Catholic School Governance and Finance, with papers
by Rosemary Hocevar, OSU, and Lourdes Sheehan,
RSM.

Volume VI: Political Action, Public Policy and the Catholic School,
with pipers by John Coons and Frank Monahan.

A number of ack: .owledgements must be made. Without the
commitment, energy and flexibility of the authors of these papers,
there would be no books. They were always willing to be of
assistance. Ms Eileen Torpey general editor of the series, brought
an expertise and sense of humor to the process. Ms Tie Gray, NCEA
staff, took the finished manuscripts ard put them into an eminently
readable design format.

Special ack.nowledgement must go to the Lilly Foundation, without
whose funding this project would not have been possible. Catherine
McNamee. CSJ, president of NCEA, who allowed the human and
financial resources of NCEA to be utilized for this undertaking.
expressed continuing interest in the Congress and provided personal
encouragement to those working on the project. Michael Guerra,
Robert KeLley and J. Stephen O'Brien, the executive directors of the
three sponsoring NCEA departments who conceived the project, have
continued to work tirelessly for the success of this planned inter-
vention on behalf of Catholic schools. They would be the first to
acknowledge that there are many more whose present leadership is
an essential element in explaining the current success of Catholic
schools and whose future leadership will shape the schools in the
next century. A special note of thanks is due those who issued the
call to bring us together. They are eloquent role models for any
who wish to be a part of this unprecedented effort on behalf of
Catholic schools.

Paul Seedier
Project Coordinator
National Congress on Catholic Schools for the 21st Century
January, 1991
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CATHOLIC SCHOOLS:
STATISTICAL

PROFILES AND
TRENDS

Frederick H. Brigham, fr.
Executive assistant to the president and

director ef research, NCEA, Washington, DC

Introduction
Each year the National Catholic Educational Association issues a

statistical report on Catholic EducationSchools, Enrollment and
Staffing. In alternate years. reports on the financing of Catholic Ele-
mentary and Secondary Schools are published. In these publications.
appropriate national trends in both public and private education are
included for comparison and context. It is the purpose of this paper
to summarize this demographic, statistical and financial profile of
Catholic education as background for the discussion of the Catholic
school and society in Volume IV of the Theme Papers commissioned
for the National Congress on Catholic Schools for the 21st Century
to be convened in November, 1991. in Washington. DC.

10
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Summary of Demographic "frends
in Public and Private Education:

A Context
US Population "Vends

Current population trends am important to both public and private
schools. According to the United States Department of Commerce,
Bureau of Census, the birth late (birth/1000 persons) rose slightly

during the past de,mde. Since the population is greater, the number
of l)irths has been in

There were 3,760,581 births in 1985, the most since 1985, with

an increase to 3,868,000 projected for 1990.
School-Age Population

According to the National Center for Education Statistics, these
population trends are revealed in the increasing number oi students
in preschool and elementary school since 1988. in 1991 secondary
school-age youth will begin to show an increase.

Enrollment In Public Rad Private Schools
Siam 1970, preprimary enrollment increased from slightly more
than 4 million to over 5 million in 1987.
Elementary school enrollment declined in the 1970s in both public

and private schools and leveled off with little or no change in
first half of the 1980s.
While public high school enrollment rose during the early-mid

1970s and then declined, private high school enrollment has been
stable from 1970-1985. Moreover, the perventage of all students
attending private schools has continued at the same level since

1970.
In 1986, from kindergarten through grade 12, almost one of every
nine students attended private schools.
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Exhibit 1
Public and Private School Enwolhuent:

A Comparison

Reported
Total
Enrollment

Public
Pupils %

Private
Pupils %

1970 51,272,000 45,909,000 89.5 5,363.000 10.5
1975 49,791,000 44,791,000 90.0 5,000,000 10.0
1980 46,318,000 40,987,000 88.5 5,331,000 11.5
1985 45,056.000 39,509,000 67.7 5,557,000 12.3
1986 45,28,000 39,837,000 88.0 5.452,000 12.0
1987 45,371,000 40,024,000 88.2 5,347,000 11.8
1988 45,433,000 40,196,000 88.5 5,241.000
11.5

Estimated
1989 45,595,000 40.323.000 88 4 5.272.000 11.6
1990 46,112,000 40,772,000 88.4 5,340.000 11.6
1991 46,718.000 41.305.000 88.4 5412,000 11.6
1992 47.369,000 41.883.000 68.4 5,186,000 11.5

SOURCE: i'mpctions of Education Statistic; to 2000, National Center
for Educational Statistics, p. 2.

Characteristics of Private Schools
According to the Digea of Education Statistics, 1989, published

by the U.S. Department of Echication's Office of Educational Research
and lairrovemem, Catholic tichools constitute 38 6% of all private
schools. However, student enrollment in Catholic schools is approxi-
mately 50% of the enrollment in all private schools. Eighty-four
perceet of all Catholic schools have been in operation V. years or
more, 'Me mean enrollment of Catholic schools, 363 students,
zurpasses that of all other private schools. The great majority (86.4%)
of Catholic schools have a tuition from below $500 through $1,500;
66.8% of other religiously affiliated schools have the same tuition
range, and 19.7% of non religiously affiliated schools are in this
tuition range. while 64.3% have tuitions of $2,500 or more.

Projections
The National Center for Education Statistics recently issued its

Projections oj Education Statistics to 2001An Update.' This section
will summarize its projections for enrollment, high school graduates,
and classroom teachers for public elementary and secondary schools.

;



Exhibit 2
Characteristics of Private Schools, by Level end Affiliation of School:

1985-813
All Private

School Characteitice Schools

Number of Schools 25,616

Years in Operation:

Level of School:
Elem. Sec. Combined

15,303 2,438 4,949
Other
2,926

Religions Affiliation of School:
Cathol:c Other Affl. Not AM.

9,911 10,771 4,934

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

10 or less 25.5 20.2 9.9 41.4 39 2 1.7 45.2 30.2

11-24 24.2 16.5 27.5 36.7 40.8 14.2 25.5 41.6

25 or more 50.3 63.3 62.6 21.9 20.0 84.1 29.3 28.2

Mean Enrollment per School 234 218 541 211 94 363 142 174

Minority Enrollment 1985-86:
Total 10C.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100,0 100.0

0% 12.2 13.9 2.6 16.2 3.3 7.1 21.8 0.7

5% or more 26.8 31.2 25.5 20.9 15.4 38.6 18.7 21.0

5-14% 22.4 19.8 36.1 23.4 22.9 20.4 20.9 29.4

15-24% 10.6 7.7 14.4 11.6 21,1 8.9 12.7 9.8

2549% 10.0 7.8 11.8 5.1 28.6 7.2 8.4 19.3

50-74% 8.1 7.1 3.7 17.2 2.1 3.8 10.9 11.0

7549% 1.8 2.1 0.7 1.0 2.5 2.5 1.2 1.7

90% or more 8.1 10.4 5.4 4.6 4.1 11.5 5.4 7.1

Tuition Group:
Total 100.0 1011.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

$500 or more 13.0 18.7 4.7 5.4 1.1 25.6 6.2 1.1

$500-1000 27.8 35.1 4.4 29.6 5.0 37.1 30.8 1.0

$1001-1500 26.4 29.1 34.4 22.6 9.2 ?5.7 30.7 17,6

$1501-2500 14.6 8.3 28,7 18.0 31.8 7.7 20.4 16.0

$2500 4- 18.2 8.8 27.8 24.4 52.9 3.9 11.9 64.3

SOURCE: Digest af Education Statistics, 1989, U.S. Dept. of Education, Office of Educational Research and Improvement. p,66.



Total Public and Private Elementary and Secondary School
Enrollment:

On the National level, total public and private elementary and
secondary enmllment is projected to increase from 49.5 million in
1984 to 50.1 million in 1998. In 2001, it will be 49.8 million. These
changes are in accord with past and projected trends in school age
population.

Elementary:
Since 1984 there has been a steady increase in grades K-8 from

31.2 million to 33.3 million in 1989 with a projection of 35.5 million
by 1996 and 34.9 million in 2001.

Secondary:
After a continued decrease from 15.7 million in 1976 to a low

of 12.4 million in 1990, enrollment in grades 9-12 is projected to
reach 14.9 million by 2001.

Public Elementary and Secondary Schools:
Between 1976 and 1984, public elementary and secondary schools

decreased from 44.3 million to 39.2 million. By 1998, the steady
increase in public schools will level off at 44.3 million and by 2001
it will decrease to 44.0 million.

Private Elementary and Secondary Schools:
From an estimated enrollment of 5.4 million, private elementary

and secondary schools are expected to have 5.8 million students by
2001.

Total Public and Private Secondary School Graduates:
Public and Private Secondary School Graduates between 1976-77

and 1985-86 decreased from 3.2 million to 2.6 million but increased
to 2.8 million in 1988-89. While there is another projected decrease
to 2.5 million in 1993-94. by 2001, the number of graduates will rise
to 3.2 million.

Public Secondary School Graduates:
Public Secondary Schen! Graduates are expected to decrease from

2.5 million in 1988-89 to 2.2 million in 1993-94 but will increase
to 2.9 million in 2001.

Private Secondary School Graduates:
Private Secondary School Graduates will increase from an esti-

mated 324,000 in 1988-89 to a projected 372,000 by 2000-2001.

Total Public and Private Elementary and Secondary School
Classroom Teachers:

Classroom Teachers in both public and private elementary and
secondary schools increased from 2.4 million in 1981 to 2.7 million

9 14



in 1989 and are projected to be 3.2 million by 2001. Of this number,
elementary school teachers rose from 1.4 million in 1981 to 1.8
million in 1989 and are expected to be 1.9 million by 2001. Secondary
school teachers went from 1.0 million in 1982 to 1.1 million in 1989

and are projected to be 1.4 million by 2001.

Pu lilic School Classroom Teachers:
Classroom teachers in Public Schools numbered 2.4 million in 1989

and are expected to be 2.8 million by 2001.

Private School Classroom Teachers:
Private School classroom teachers are projected to increase from

377,000 in 1989 to 443,000 in 2001.

Total Pupil.Teacher Ratios in Public and Private Elementary and

Secondary Schools:
In elementary school, the pupil-teacher ratio has been reduced from

21.7 in 1976 to 18.1 in 1989. By 2001. it is projected to be 16.1.

In secondary schools, the pupil-teacher ratio declined from 18.3

1976 to 14.9 in 1989 and is expected to be 14.3 by 2001.

Public School State Level Enrollment Projections:
The following state level enrollment projections are for public

schools only. They are summarized here because they reflect

demographic changes which can result in increased enrollment in
Catholic and private schools.

Public Elementary and Secondary School Enrollment:
Projected increases of public elementary and secondary school

enrollment between 1989 and 2000 will differ from region to region

throughout the United States. Thus the West will lead with an
increase of 13 percent followed by the South at 10 percent, the

Northeast 8 percent and the Midwest 3 percent.
Those states which are expected to show marked increases include

Arizona (33 percent), Colorado (24 percent) and New Mexico (39
percent) are in the West. Some southern states are projected to

demonstrate significant increases including Florida (24 percent),
Georgia (22 percent) Maryland (20 percent) and Virginia (13 percent)

with decreases in the District of Columbia (10 percent) and West

Virginia (13 percent). New Hampshire (33 percent) and New jersey

(22 percent) are expected to lead the Northeast while Minnesota (15

percent) is projected to have the most notewo,thy increase in the

Midwest.

5
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Catholic Education 1989-90
Number of Schools

In 1989-90, there were 8719 Catholic schools in this country; of
these, 7395 were elementary and 1324 were secondary. In the 1980s
the number of Catholic schools mirrored the demographic movements
throughout the during this period. Where appropriate,
especially in urban and suburban areas, consolidation was a signifi-
cant factor in the realignment of Catholic schools.

Elementary and
Exhibit 3

Secondary Schools by Region

Elementary
New England
Mideast
Great Lakes
Plains
Southeast
West/Far West

1982-83
544

2,301
2,113

897
847

1,248

198849
493

2,148
1,979

873
812

1,200

1989-90
487

2,096
1962,

850
804

1,196

United States 7.950 7.505 7,395

Secondary
New England 124 115 111
Mideast 429 387 371
Great Lakes 316 287 283
Plains 168 153 147
Southeast 194 184 181
West/Far West 251 236 231

United States 1,482 1,362 1,324

All Schools
New England 668 608 598
Mideast 2.730 2,535 2.467
Great Lakes 2,429 2,266 2,245
Plains 1,065 1,026 997
Southeast 1,041 996 985
West/Far West 1,499 1,436 1,427

United States 9,432 8,867 8,719

Enrollment
Preschool and Kindergarten

It is interesting to note that between 1982-83 and 1989-90,
preschool enrollment grew by 187% and kindergarten by 16.4% as
detailed in the following exhibit.



Exhibit 4
Growth Trends for Preschool and Kindergarten

Grade Level 1982-83 198849 1989-90

Pupils % Pupils % Pupils %

Pre-School 31,381 15.2 76,626 27.6 90,023 30.7

Kindergarten 174,548 84.8 200, 2 72.4 203,204 69.3

Total 205,929 100.0 277,588 100.0 293,227 100.0

Enrollment by Grade Level
Catholic school enrollment by grade level from preschool to grade

12 was consonant with U.S. population trends, both actual and
projected as shown below in Exhibit 5. It is interesting to note that

elementary school enrollment has increased in seventeen states,

including California. Florida and Texas.

Exhibit 3
Enrollment by Grade Level

Grade Level Pupils
198243

Pupils
198849 1889-90
% Pupils %

Pre School 31,381 1.4 76,626 3.9 90,023 4.5

K-8 2,211,412 98.6 1,911,911 96.1 1.892,913 95.5

Pre/K-8 2,242,793 100.0 1,988.537 100.0 1,982,936 100.0

Kindergarten 174,548 7.9 200,962 10.5 203,204 10.7

Grade -1 259,163 11.7 240,322 12.6 235,286 12.4

Grade -2 254,634 11.5 232,925 12.2 229,286 12.1

Grade -3 248,084 11.2 227,596 11.9 223,492 11.8

Grade -4 244,439 11.1 218,590 11.4 217,764 11,5

Grade -5 251,014 11.4 209,120 10.9 208,953 11.0

Grade -6 265,652 12.0 205,318 10.7 200.863 10.6

Grade -7 263.960 11.9 188,416 9.9 190,345 10.1

Grade -8 249,918 11.3 182,570 9.5 179,115 9.5

Ungraded 6,092 .4 4,605 .2

Elementary
K-B 2,211,412 100.0 1,911,911 100.0 1,892,913 100.0

Grade -9 214,179 26.9 163,795 25.6 163,259 26.9

Grade -10 202,330 25.4 154,943 24.2 151.199 25.0

Grade -11 191.986 24.1 154.423 24.2 143,260 23.6

Grade -12 187,282 23.6 163,963 25.7 146,160 24.1

Ungraded 2,084 .3 2,079 0.38

Secondary 795,282 100.0 639,208 100.0 605,957 100.0

Total 3,006,694 2,551,119 2,498.870

*The numbers of ungraded students are not available until 1982-83
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Exhibit 8
Enrollment by Region

Elementary 1982-83 198849 1989-90

New 9ngland 146,000 116,000 113,000
Midbast 709,000 579,000 568,000
Great Lakes 581.000 502,000 495,000
Plains 198,000 186,000 185,000
Southeast 253,000 227,000 228,000
West/Far West 338.000 302,000 305,000

United States 2,225,000 1,912,000 1,894,000

Secondary
New England 67,000 52.000 48,000
Mideast 263,000 209,000 193,000
Great Lakes 195,000 149,000 142,000
Plains 66,000 50,000 48,000
Southeast 87,000 74,000 72,000
West/Far West 123,000 105.000 103,000

United States 801,000 639,000 606,000

All Schools
New England 213,000 168,000 161,000
Mideast 972,000 788,000 761,000
Great Lakes 776.000 651,000 637.000
Plains 264,000 236,000 233,000
Southeast 340.000 301,000 300,000
West/Far West 461,000 407,000 408,000

United States 3,026,000 2,551,000 2,499,000

s
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Wait 7
Enro Unsaid by Region by Percentage

Elementary 1982-83 98849 1989-90

New England 8.6% 6.1% 6.0%

Mideast 31.8 30.3 30.0

Great Lakes 26.1 26.2 26.1

Plains 8.9 9.7 9.8

Southeast 11.4 11.9 12.0

West/Far West 15.2 15.8 16.1

United States 100.0 100.0 100.0

Secondary
New Ergland 84% 8.2% 7.9%

Mideast 32.8 32.7 31.9

Great Lakes 24.3 23.3 23.4

Plains 8.2 7.8 8.0

Southeast 10.9 11.6 11.8

West/Far West 15.4 16.4 17.0

United States 100.0 100.0 100.0

All Schools
New England 7.1% 6.6% 6.4%

Mideast 32.1 30.9 30.5

Great Lakes 25.6 25.5 25.5

Plains 8.7 9.2 9.3

Southeast 11.2 11.8 12.0

West/Far West 15.3 16.0 16.3

United States 100.0 100.0 100.0

Enrollment of Ethnic Minorities
Catholic schools, especially in urban areas, continue to serve

increasing numbers of ethnic minority students with the percentage

more than doubled in all Catholic schools from 10.8 % :n 1970-71

to 23% in 1989-90. Hispanic students in Catholic schools are 97%
Catholic: black students are 64% non-Catholic. Seventy-six percent

of minority enrollment is in Catholic elementary schools, 24% in

secondary schools.

UI
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Exhibit 8a
Current Catholic School Enrollment by Ethnic Background

Elementary Secondary All Schools
Black Americans 170,591 49,652 220,243
Hispanic Americans 196,487 59,467 255,954
Asian Americans 66.456 22.960 89,416
Native Americans 7,755 2,524 10,279
All Others 1,451,624 471,354 1,922,978

Total 1.892,913 605,957 2,498,87G

Exhibit 8b
Catholic School Enrollment Percentage by Ethnic Background

Elementary 1982-83 1988-89 1989-90
Black Americans 9.4% 9.1% 9.0%
Hispanic Americans 9.7 10.4 10.4
Asian Americans 2.3 3.2 3.5
Native Americans 0.4 0.4 0.4
All Others 78.2 76.9 76.7

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0

Secondary
Black Americans 7.2% 8.2% 8.2%
Hispanic Americans 7.2 9.4 9.8
Asian Americans 1.5 3.4 3.8
Native Americans 0.4 0.4 0.4
All Others 83.7 78.6 77.8

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0

All Schools
Black Americans 8.8% 8.9% 8.8%
Hispanic Americans 9.1 10.2 10.2
Asian Americans 2.1 3.2 3.6
Native Americans 0.4 0.4 0.4
All Others 79.6 77.3 77.0

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0

Enrollment of Non-Catholics
Most Catholic school students are Catholic. However, there has

been a significant increase of non-Catholic students-from 10.6% in
1982-83 to 12.1% in 1989-90. Secondary schools continue to have
a higher percentage of non-Catholics-14.3% in 1989-90--whereas
elementary schools have 11.3%. The 1989-90 non-Catholic enroll-
ment by Region is shown in the following exhibit.
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Exhibit 9
Current Non-Catholic Enrollment

Elementary Secondary All Schools
New England 10,777 5,187 15,964

Mideast 69,001 23,431 92,432

Great Lakes 53,423 20,568 73,991

Plains 8.659 4,185 12,844

South East 36,128 12,415 48,543

West/Far West 36.911 20,539 57,450

United States 214.899 86,325 301,224

Staffing of Catholic Schools
In 1989-90, the total full-time teaching staff in Catholic elementary

and secondary schools was 136,900. Of this number, 94,197 were
elementary school teachers, 42,703 were secondary school teachers.
DI the total number of teachers, 12% were sisters, 2.7% were
brothers/priests and 85.3% were lay teachers.

Pupil-Teacher Ratios
The overall pupil-teacher ratio in Catholic schools for 1989-90 was

18.3. In Catholic elementary schools for 1989-90, the ratio was 20.1;

in Catholic secondary schools, it was 14.2. In 1988-89, the overall
ratio in Catholic schools wa-, 18.5. In Catholic elementary schools
for 1988-89, the ratio was 20.5 and in secondary schools, 14.3.

Catholic Schools and their
Finances

Catholic Elementary Schools
In this section, highlights of information presented in the 1989

NCEA publication, United States Catholic Elementary Schools and
their Finances 1989 by Robert J. Kea ley, Ed.D, Executive Director.

Department of Elementary Schools are summarized.

Financing
Tuition

In this study, 97.49% of Catholic elementary schools charge tuition.
Only 1.79% indicated that they relied entirely on tuition. During

the 1988-89 academic year, the average tuition for students in grades

1-8 was $924. The NCEA report for 1986-87 indicated average tuition

and fees as $523 (Bredeweg, 1988). In 1988-89. 59.09% of the schools

has some form of tuition assistance. with 59.09% having a tuition
scale for children from another parish and 61.11% for non-Catholic

children.
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Parish Subsidy
During 1988-89, 90.15% of Catholic elementary schools received

a parish subsidy with 80.79% of inner city schools being recipients.
This may reflect the fact that most diocesan schools are located in
the inner city.

Pertmut of Par-pupil Cost covered by Subsidy
According to the study, the percent of per-pupil z....nst covered by

subsidy ranged from one percent to fifty-nine percent of the per-pupil
cvst in 73.38 percent of the schools. In 42.17 percent of the parishes,
up to 39 percent of the per-pupil cost was subsidized while in 19.62
percent of parishes, up to nineteen percent was covered.

Fund Raising
In 86.40 percent of schools staveyed, some fund raising activities

covered per-pupil cost.

Endowment
Of those schools participating in the study, 22.74 percent had
endowment programs. From one percent to nineteen percent of

per-pupil cost was covered in 49.25% of schools with endowments.

Expenses
Per Pupil Cost

In 1988-89, the average per-pupil cost was $1476 for Catholic
elementary schools whereas public school per-pupil ant averaged
$3977 for 1986-87 as reported by the National Center for Education
Statistics.

Salaries
Principals

The average stipend for principals belonging to religious commu-
nities or priests was $11,843 (62.10% those responding to the study
survey). In, addition to this stipend, schools may provide a residence
and other materials for daily living. These costs are not included
in this average stipend for each of the religious staffing the school.

The average salary for lay administrators (37.90 of those responding
to study survey) was $25,867. The average annual salary of public
school administrators for 1987-88 school year was $44,252.

Teachers
The average salary of all Catholic elementary school teachers with

bachelor and higher degrees was $15,578. This figure would be higher
did it not include stipends for religiou.s teachers. In 1987-1988, the
average public school elementary school teacher's salary was $27.423
according to the National Center for Education Statistics.

In 1986-1987, the average salary for beginning teachers in public
schools was $18.557. In Catholic elementary schools, the average
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salary for a beginning teacher with a bachelors degree was 13,020
in 1988-89 and with a masters degree, it was $14,303.

Religious
The average stipend for religious (teachers or principals) was

$10,784 in 1988-89, supplemented in some instances by parish
payment for residential and transportation expenses. In more than

eigMy percent of Catholic elementary schools, these stipends and

additional services for religious were established by the diocese.

Other Personnel:
Assistant Principal

The average salary for all assistant principals was $15,221. Please

note that in those schools with assistant principals, almost half were

religious. The average is based on the salaries of lay assistant

principals and the stipend of religious.

Secretary
The average salary for secretaries was $10,548.

Part-time teachers
The average per day salary for part-time teachers was $89.

Substitute Teachers
The average salary per day for substitute teachers was $39.

Development Director
Only 6.53 % of the schools surveyed had either a part-time or

full-time development director. The average yearly salary for part-

time and fiill-time development director was $11,066.

Instructional Materials
The average cost for instructional materials not including materials

supplied on loan from the federal or state government was $161 per

student.

Total Operating Expense for Catholic Elementary Schools
The estimated annual operating expense for all Catholic Elemen-

tary Schools totals over $7,900.000.000.

Catholic Secondary Schools
In this section are highlighted the principal findings presented

in the NCEA publication Catholic High Schools and Their Finances

1990 by Michael J. Guerra, Executive Director, Secondary School De-

partment and Michael J. Donahue, Ph.D., Search Institute.

Q
f.r41,
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Finances
Estimate Revenue

Estim National Operating Revenues were $2.28 billion for
1989, a decrease of 4% from $2.37 billion in 1987. Tuition and fees
of $1,841,760 billion (72%) continue to be the principal source of
income. This is unchanged from 1987, however, contributed services
have declined 15% in the past two years as a result of a reduction
in the number of religious together with improvement in the
compensation of religious. These contributed services have an
estimated value of $86,000,000 (4%). Subsidies are $166,029.6
million (7%), fundraising $192,906.8 million (8%) and all other
income $197,011.2 million (9%). The average high school operating
revenue of $1.7 million is unchanged from the 1988 report.

Estimated National Expenses
The estimated national expense for 1989-90 is $2.27 billion with

little or no change from the 1988 report. The average per school
expenses are $1.716 million.

Tuition Costs and Per Pupil Fxpenditures
The average tuition of $2299 is an 18% increase over $1938

reported in 1987 and represents 65% of the average per pupil
expenditure. The average per pupil expenditure for all Catholic high
schools is $3,517. The average per pupil expenditure for all public
schools, K-12, is $4,719 or 34% more thaa the per pupil cost of
Catholic high schools. Because this figure includes elementary
schools, the per pupil cost in public secondary schools is significantly
greater. This means that the dollar value of Catholic secondary
schools in the nation exceeds $3 billion dollars.

Development
Eighty-four peicent of all Catholic high schools ( private, diocesan,

parish/interparochial) have begun development programs, and the
average income from all development activities for 1989-90 was
$146,100. The most successful of those are private Catholic high
schools. Average income from all Catholic high schools from a variety
of sources are as follows: $34,500 from alumni contributions, $26,000
from parental contributions, $34,400 from other contributors to an
annual fund, and $51,200 from special events. Ninety-two percent
of development offices are staffed by salaried directors.

Federal and Sttiao Program Participation
Federal

In 1989-90. 15% of schools report participation in the Education
Consolidation and Improvement Act. Chapter 1, while eighty percent
take advantage of Chapter 2, eight percent in Upward Bound, six
percent in vocational education basic programs, eight percent in
cooperative education programs. and six percent in consumer and
homemaking education.
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State
In 1989-90, 41% report participation in the following stale-assisted

or financed programs: bus transportation; 42% in drug education,
11% education of the handicap . , 4% education of students fiom

low-income families, 16% gui ce and counseling, 28% health
services, 57% library or A-V resources, and 48% textbooks.

SalariesPrincipals and Administrators
Principals:
The average salary for a lay principal is $41,300; a ten percent

increase since 2987. Thirty-four percent of principals in Catholic
high schools are lay. The religious principals' average salary is
$21,200, which is still lower than the salaries of lay administrators
in their schools. The average salary for public high school principals

is $55,700. Thus, lay principals in Catholic high schools earn 26%

less than their counterparts in public schools. However, there is a
three percent improvement over the gap reported in the 1987-88
survey.

Administrators:
The average salary for lay administrators for 1989-90 is $33,800

in schools with lay principals. Lay administrators in schools with
religious principals have an average salary of $31,900. Administrators
in public high schools earn an average of $46,500.

Teachers
Clergy/Religious Compensation:

Average annual compensation (total of salary, benefits, housing,

transportation, and stipends) has increased. Now priests and women

religious receive essentially identical compensation with men relig-

ious receiving on average 8% more than either. Thus, the average
salary of priests for 1989-90 is $17,500. The average salary of women

religious is $17,800 (a 16 percent increase since 1987) and the average

saiary of men religious is $19,200.

Lay Teachers
The average salary for a beginning lay teacher with a B.A. degree

was $16,229 (up 12 percent) since 1987-88. The average highest salary

paid to a lay teacher with a M.A. degree in 1989-90 was $29,049,

an increase of eleven percent over 1987-88 figures. The median lay
teacher salaries for all schools was $22,081 and represents an increase

of 12% over 1987-88. Also, the average dollar amount for the benefits

package for full-time lay teachers was $4656, an increase of fi fty-

five percent over 1987-88.
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Concluding Observations:
Population growth at the preschool and elementary school level

offers encouraging markuting challenges for Catholic educators. The
growing support for parental choice at both the federal and state level,
together with creative approaches to school financing in Catholic
elementary and socondary schools suggest potential sources of new
financial strength in support of Catholic education. Catholic schools
at all levels - prewhool. elementary, and secondary - annually
contribute more than 10 billion dollars in the education of the
nation's children.

1. U.S. Department of Education. Office of Educational Research and
improvement, Projections of Educotion Statistics to 2001 An Update,
Washington. DC. December 1990.



CATHOLIC SCHOOLS
IN A CHANGING

SOCIETY:
PAST ACWMPLISHMENTS AND

FUME CHALLENGES

John J. Convey, Ph.D.
The Catholic Universiol qf America

Introduction
In November of 1967, the National Catholic Educational Associa-

tion (NCEA) sponsored the Washington Symposium on Catholic Edu-
cation. The purpose of the symposium was to search for answers to
the problems facing Catholic schools arxoss the nation. At the time,
Catholic schools were clearly facing a period of transition. The 1965-
66 school year had seen the largest number of Catholic schools in the
nation's history. However, enrollments already had started to fall as
a result of a declining birth rate and the migration of large numbers
of Catholics to the suburbs, where Catholic schools were not always
available. The cultural and religious transformations that occurred
during the 1960's also had a profound impact on the schools. Catholic
schools, espedally parish elementary schools, came under frequent and
vccal attacks from within the Catholic community. Some questioned
the contribution that Catholic schools made to the intellectual life of
the church, while others questioned the value of Catholic schools and
the wisdom of the church's investment in them.

Professor Robert J. Havighurst, then at Fordham University, pre-
pared one of the position papers for the symposium. In his paper.
Havighurst proposes three short-term goals for Catholic schools: (1)
improve the predominantly middle-class schools in the suburbs and
the outer edges of cities: (2) work with the schools which serve an upper
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working-class and lower middle-elm clientele to help pupils move
into the mainstream of American social life: and (3) work with the
inner-city, lower working-clau populations that do not now attend
Catholic schools (Havigburst. 1667).

Research shows that Catholic schools have admirably fulfilled

Havighurst's proposed goals. In fact, tbe favorable light in which
national studies conducted during the past 10 years have portrayed
Catholic schools, has prompted educators to examine what can be
learned about Catholic schools that would help pubhc schools become

more effective. Previously thought of as simply parochial, Catholic
schools came to be regarded by many as models of effective schools.

What most Intrigued educators and policy makers were the consistent
findings that. first, Catholic schools aye particularly effective for

minority children, and, second, that Catholic schools generally are able

to create a climate characterized by discipline and order, a strong sense

of community, high academic standards, a highly committed and
collegial faculty, and high levels of parental interest and participation.
The first part of this paper contains a summary of these and other major
findings from the research on Catholic schools.

Despite the very favorable findings concerning their effectiveness,
Catholic schools again face a period of transition and new challenges

as they prepare to enter the next millennium. Except for the inevita-
bility of rising costs, nobody can say for sure what lies ahead for
Catholic schools. Concerns about the enrollment, finances, Catholic
identity, and future of Catholic schools are some issues commonly
mentioned and discussed. However, Catholic schools will face other
challenges. The second part of this paper presents 10 challenges that
confront Catholic schools and ways in which the schools might respond

to these challenges.

Research on Catholic Schools
The number of important research studies on Catholic schools

increased dramatically between 1965 and 1990. The most notable
studies during the first 15 years of this period are the pioneering study

by the University of Notre Dame, Catholic Schools in Action (Neuwien,
1966), and the series of studies by Andrew Greeley and his associates
regarding the effects of Catholic schools on the religious behaviors and

attitudes of their graduates (Fee, Greeley, McCready, and Sullivan,
1981; Greeley, 1989; Greeley and Rossi, 1966; Greeley. McCready, and
McCourt,1976). Although these studies are important forCatholics and

for Catholic schools, they have had little impact on public policy.
Much of the research conducted since 1980, however, has important

implications for public schools, as well as for Catholic schools. (For

an overview of the major studies on Catholic schools conducted
between 1979 and 1987, see Convey's review in The New Cotholic
Encyclopedia, 1989.) As a result of the attention generated by many

of these studies, Catholic schools enjoyed extensive and welcomed
publicity. What are the principal findings from this quarter-century
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of research on Catholic schools?

Academic Outcomes
With few exc lptions, the results of national and regional studies

demonstrate that children from Catholic elementary and secondary
schools, on averap, score better on tests of achievement than do
children from public schools. In addition, in virtually every study
published in the past 25 years, Catholic school students achieved
higher average scores, and in many cases much higher, than the average
scores achieved by the sample of students used to derive national
norms. However, the most convincing, as well as the most public,
evidence of the better performance on achievement tests of Catholic
school students, compared with public school students, comes from
three national studies, High School and Beyond (HS&B), the National
Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP), and the National Educa-
tion Longitudinal Study of 1988 (NELS:88).

The HS&B results are particularly significant because of the national
scope of the study and its longitudinal design. In analyzing the base-
year data obtained in 1980, James Coleman and his colleagues (Cole-
man. Hoffer, and Kilgore, 1982) report that Catholic high school
sophomores and seniors performed better than their public school
counterparts on the achievement tests administered in HS&B. For the
sophomore tests, the average scores for Catholic school students were
10 percent higher in science and 12 percent higher in civics, and from
17 percent to 21 percent higher in mathematics. writing, reading, and
vocabulary than the average scores for public school students. On the
senior tests, Catholic school students, compared with public school
students, scored from 10 percent to 17 percent higher in reading,
mathematics, and vocabulary.

The longitudinal data gathered in 1982 enabled researchers to assess
the students' achievement increases between the sophomore and senior
years. As seniors, the Catholic school students continued their superior
t:st performance over the public school students. In addition, the
Catholic school advantage over the public schools increased from the
10th grade to the 12th grade. Even after controlling for differences in
family background in the study, the Catholic school advantage re-
mained, although it was reduced by about 50 percent and it virtually
disappeared for science and civics (Coleman and Hoffer, 1987).

A particularly important finding from HS&B. one that resulted in a
great deal of controversy, is that the achievement differences between
Catholic schools and public schools are greatest for students who are
disadvantaged: those from families with lower levels of parental
education or family incomes, and those who are members of a racial
or ethnic minority (Coleman, et al., 1982, Coleman and Hoffer, 1987,
Greeley, 1982). The research shows that Catholic schools am particu-
larly effective for minority students. Minority students in Catholic
schools have higher educational aspirations and are less likely to drop
out of school than are minority students in public schools. Further,
the achievement differences between minority students and other
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students are substantially less Catholic schools than in public
schools. Based on these findiRo, Coleman and his associates claim

that Catholic schools are better eramr.les of the "common school" ideal

of American education than are public schools.
The National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) also

provides an excellent opportunity to compete the performance of

Catholic elementary schools with public whools. In addition to its

national scope and involvement of students from both elementary and

secondary grades, NAEP uses tests that are particularly sensitive in

assessing how well students know a particular content area and in

discriminating those who know the content domain well from those

who do not.
In a series of studies based on the NAEP data, Valerie Lee and her

associates (Lee, 1985, 1987; Lee and Stewart, 1989; Marks and Lee,

1989) document a significant Catholic school advantage over public

schools. The average Catholic school student in NAEP attained higher

scores than his or her public school counterpart on the 1983-84 tests

in reading and writing in grades four, eight, and 11, and on the 1985-

86 tests in reading, science, and mathematics in grades three, seven,

and 11. In addition, as in HS&B, the differences between the perform-

ances of the Catholic school students and the public school students

are greater in the higher grades than in the lower grades.
The most recent evidence for the superior performance of students

from Catholic schools comes from the tests administered to the eighth

p.Wers around the country who participated in the base year of the

latest in the series offederally-sponsored longitudinal studies, NELS:88.

The results of these tests show that the Catholic school eighth graders

scored significantly higher than the public school eighth graders in

reading, social studies, science, and mathematics (Rock and Pollack,

1990). Catholic school students are more likely than public school
students to score in the highest quartiles of each of these tests and far

less likely than public school students to score in the lowest quartiles.

In addition to the superior performance on achievement tests by their

students, Catholic schools have lower dropout rates and send a higher

proportion of their graduates to college than do public schools (Cole-

man and Hoffer, 1987). The findings from HS&B demonstrate that

Catholic schools have substantially lower dropout rates and higher

holding power than public schools for students typically at a higher

risk of dropping out: students from single-parent families, minority

students, and students from low-income families. Further, the differ-

ence in the likelihood of dropping out for students who are at risk and

those who are not at risk is much lower in Catholic schools than in

public schools, or even in other private schools. Moreover, in addition

to being more likely than graduates of public schools to attend college,

students from Catholic schools who enter college are more likely to
complete college than are those from public schools who enter college.
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Religious Outcomes and Value;
Much of the research on the religious outcomes of Catholic schools

was conducted by Andrew Greeley and his associates (Fee, et id., nal;
Greeley, 1989; Greeley and Rossi, 1966; Greeley, et al., 1976) in a series
of studies, beginning in 1966 with The Education of Catholic Ameri-
cans and continuing into the 1980's. The results of Greeley's research
demonstrate that the importance of Catholic schools to the religious
behaviors and knowledge of Catholic adults increased precisely during
the time that fewer Catholic children were attending Catholic schools.
The relationship between attendance at a Catholic school and various
measures of relleous attitudes, knowledge and behaviorschurch
attendance, rweption of the sacraments, prayer, attitude toward voca-
tions, doctrinal beliefs, doctrinal orthodoxy, activity in parish organi-
zations, and closeness to the churchincrease: from the 1960's to the
1980's. Catholic schools, Greeley argues, appear to be much more
important in times of crises in the church than in times of stability.

PIndings from The Heart of the Molter (Guerra, Donahue, and
Benson, 1990) and HS&B (Convey, 1984) indicate that Catholic students
in Catholic hiel schools are more likely than Catholic students in
public high schools to attend Mass regularly, view religion as more
important in their lives, and have higher religious self- evaluations.
Guerra and his colleagues also report that Cathode seniors from
Catholic high schools more than Catholic seniors from public high
schools: (1) reject attitudes that reflect a self-centered and selfish point
of view; (2) acknowledge the importance of making a contribution to
society as a way of making a difference in life; (3) participate in
community affairs and do volunteer work; and (4) reject marriage and
family values that are counter to the teaching of the church. In Convey's
(1984) study, students in Catholic schools generally placed family-
related values high in their hierarchy of values, ordinarily higher than
other potential life goah, and, in particular, higher than materialistic
goals that equate success in life with having a good job and making
a lot of money. Moreover, Catholic school students reject sexism and
endorse equal opportunity for men and women with regard to pay and
career opportunities (Benson, Yeager, Wood, Guerra, and Manno, 1986;
Guerra, Donahue, and Benson, 1990).

How much a school contributes to the development of a student's
values over and above the influence of the student's home is still largely
unresolved. However. Catholic schools generally complement the val-
ues that are promoted in the home, and students from homes with value
systems that are congruent with the values of the schools are likely to
benefit most from Catholic schools. Catholic schools seem to be able
to overcome and compensate for the disadvantaged backgrounds of
some students who do not receive enough support in their homes
(Coleman, et al., 1982; Greeley, 1982).

Finally, although the religious behaviors and value orientations of
Catholic school students often are related to the religiousness of their
parents, evidence, especially from Greeley's studies, suggests that at-
tending a Catholic school does have a measurable effect on the
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behaviors and values of students, over and above the influence
produced by the religiousness of their parents.

Parental Choice
The research on parental choice clearly indicates that Catholics, in

general, and Catholic parents of school-age children, in particular, view

the religious nature ofCatholic schools as their most distinctive luality
and their most trnportant Advantage. Studies show that some parents

send their children to Catholic schools primarily because of the
religious nature of the schools. In the research conducted before 1975

(Greeley and Rossi, 1966; Kraushaar, 1972; Neuwien, 1966), most
parents selected the religious nature of the Catholic school as the
primary reason for choosing the school; however, in most studies sir-.4.e

1975, only 20 percent to 30 percent of parents with children in Catholic
schools selected a religious reason as the primary reason for sending
their children to the schools.

For other parents, and the majority of parents in many studies

(Bauch. 1989; Convey, 1986; Williams, Hancher, and Hunter, 1983),

academic reasons are more important than religious reasons for select-

ing Catholic schools. However, a quality academic program is not a
sufficient reason for most parents to select Catholic schools. Parents
also value the Catholic tradition, religious education, caring atmos-
phere, and discipline of the schools, and the reinforcement of the
values that are promoted in the huine.

Some studies (Caste lli and Gremillion, 1987; Convey, 1986) report
that lack of sufficient finances often is the primary reason given by the

majority of Catholic parents for not sending their children to Catholic
schools. However, in other studies, the primary reason is either lack

of available schools (Greeley and Rossi. 196f.; Greeley, et al., 1976) or

a perception that Catholic schools do rk.' offer quality academic
programs or, fe least, that the public schools offer better programs
(Convey, 1990; Fact Finders, Inc., 1988).

School Climate
A school's climate, ethos or culture is a significant contributor to its

effectiveness (Anderson. 1982; Grant, 1985; Purkey and Smith, 1985).

In paiticular, a recurrent theme in the research on effective schools is

that good schools have a sense of community, which has a positive

effect on e quality of life for both teachers and students. The research

on schot. climate suggests that the dominant culture of Catholic
schools is an important contributor to their effecti-eness (Chubb and

Moe, 1988; Coleman and Hoffer, 1987; Grant, 1985; Hannaway and
Abramowitz, 1985). The culture of Catholic schools, which is very
different from that of public schools, is that supports the religious and
academic norms of parents by establishing a strong academic curricu-

lum, by exercising greater coutrol within the school in order to place

greater demands upon students, and by creating a communal atmos-
phere among faculty and students that is conducive to the social and
spiritual development of those students.
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What are some of the characteristics of the culture of Catholic schools
that research shows to be releied to the effectiveness of the schools?
First, the organizational environment and -4.eral climate of Catholic
schoolz, promote student learning more . . the environment and
climate of public schools (Chubb and Moe, 1988; Hannaway and
Abramowitz, 1985). Catholic schools function more as communities
than do public schools (Bryk and Driscoll, 1988) and have fewer dis-
ciplinary problems (Greeley, 1982; Rock, Ekstrom, Goertz. and Pollack,
1986). Furthermore, students in Catholic schools, compared with
students in public schools, perceive the discipline in their respective
schools as fairer and more effective (Coleman, et al., 1982).

Second, Catholic schools place a stronger emphasis on academics
and have more demanding academic requirements than do public
schools (Bryk, Holland, Lee, and Carriedo, 1984; Lee and Bryk, 1989).
Catholic schools generally offer a curriculum that has fewer options and
special programs than do the public schools (Coleman. et al., 1982;
Rock, et al., 1986). Catholic elementary schools stress basic skills more
and offer more minutes of instruction in basic skills each week than
do public elementary schools (Morton, 1979). Students in Catholic
high schools complete more academic courses and enroll in more
rigorous academic courses than students in r ublic high schools (Bryk,
et al., 1984; Coleman, et al., 1982; Rock, et aL, 1986).

Third, compared with public school teachers, Catholic school
teachers enjoy higher levels of collegir:Aty, are more committed, are
happier with their relationships with their principals, and have higher
job satisfaction (Chubb and Moe, 1988; Hannaway and Abramowitz,
1985; McMillen, 1988). Catholic school teachers perceive that the goals
of their schools are clearer, and they are more in agreement among
themselves concerning the goals and policies of the schools than public
school teachers (Chubb and Moe, 1988). Catholic school teachers feel
that they have more influence over matters of school policy and more
control over instructional decisions than do public school teachers
(Chubb and Moe, 1988). In addition, students in Catholic schools rate
the quality of their teachers and the instruction they receive higher than
do students in public schools (Greeley, 1982; Rock, et al., 1986). Also.
students in Catholic schools, compared with students in public schools,
report getting along better with their teachers and perceive the teachers
to be more interested in them (Coleman, et aL, 1982; Hefner, Ingels,
Schneider. and Stevenson, 1990).

Fourth, Catholic school teachers rate their students higher in
cooperation, motivation, discipline, and school interest than public
school teachers rate their students (Coleman, et al., 1982: Rock, et aL.
1986). In addition, compared with the typical public school student,
the typical Catholic school student spends more time on homework,
misses fewer days of school, and is less likely to cut class (Coleman,
et al., 1982; Greeley, 1982; Hefner, et al., 1990; Morton, 1979; Rock,
et al.. 1986).

Finally, parents of Catholic school students have higher expectations
for their children and monitor the work of their children more than
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do parents of public school children (Chubb and Moe, 1988). Further-
more, parents of Catholic school students are more supportive of and
more invalved in the school than are parents of public school students
(Chubb and Moe, 1988; Hannaway and Abramowitz, 1985).

Functional Communities and Faith Communities
Based on the findings from his studio, James Coleman hypothesizes

that Catholic schools are effective because they are, what he calls,
functional communities (Coleman and Hoffer, 1987). Catholic school
communities extend beyond the schools themselves to include parents
and other adults from the larger faith community of which the schools
are a part. The religious nature of the schools, their efforts to build
and sustain faith communities, and the common values of parents and
their involvement in the schools contribute to the formation of strong
functional communities. More than simply teaching academic sub-
jects, Catholic schools strive to develop in their students a deeper
understanding of the Catholic faith, a commitment to full participation
in the life of the church, and a set of values which will influence the
students' lives. These are the reasons that the Catholic community
continues to support Catholic schools and that parents continue to
make sacrifices to send their children to these schools.

An important consequence of a functional community is the social
capital produced within the community. According to Coleman (Cole-
man, 1988; Coleman and Hoffer, 1987), social capital exists in the
relationships between persons; it facilitates personal growth and pro-
ductive activity. Social capital is different from physical capital, a term
commonly used by economists to describe property and financial
assets, and from human capital, which represents the personal re-
sources of individualstalents, personality, education, and experi-
ence. Presumably, the nature, quality, and frequency of the relation-
ships between individuals, as well as the human capital qf the
individuals in the relationship, affect the level and kind of social
capital that is produced. Coleman and Hoffer propose that the social
capital which has value for a young person is that which resides in a
functional community.

Challenges Facing Catholic Schools
While the entire Catholic community can be proud of the achieve-

ments of Catholic schools, the 10 challenges discussed in this section
require decisive action from Catholic educational leaders to ensure the
continued viability of the schools.

Challenge
I Catholic schools should find additional sources of revenue to

meet rising costs.
Risim operating costs, which have increased much faster in the

1980's than the rate of inflation, will continue to challenge Catholic
schools. Catholic schools are expensive and will become more expen-
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sive in the future. Yet, Catholic schools are a great bargain in that they
provide a quality academic, religious, and value-centered education at
a fraction of the cost of public education.

In 1989, the average per-pupil cost for the nation's public schools
was approximately $4700 (Ogle and Alsalam, 1990). For the same year.
the average per-pupil cost for Catholic elementary schools was $1476
(Keeley, 1990) and the median cost for Catholic secondary schools was
$3517 (Guerra and Donahue, 1990). The Catholic elementary schools
in the New England Region had the lowest costs ($1357) and the
elementary schools in the West/Far West Region had the highest costs
($1614). The median costs for Catholic high schools ranged from $2739
for the schools in the Plains Region to $3566 for the schools in the West/
Far West Region.

The rapid rise in operating costs between 1970 and 1990, accompa-
nied by the steep drop in enrollment, resulted in spiraling tuition
charges. In 1989, the average tuition for elementary schools was $924,
ranging from an average low of $762 for the Great Lakes Region to $1177
for the West/Far West Region (Keeley, 1990). The median tuition
charged by Catholic high schools in 1989 was $2299, with the medians
ranging from $1470 in the Plains Region to $2800 in the West/Far West
Region (Guerra and Donahue, 1990). Moreover, high school tuitions
vary widely, with some Catholic schools already charging nearly
$10,000 a year.

Rising costs will require dioceses and individual schools to increase
their revenues. The sources of additional revenues include: (1)
additional tuition payments from parents who can afford to pay them;
(2) financial contributions of parishes which do not now contribute to
schools; (3) new fundraising; and (4) federal and state assistance.

Because of parish subsidies and fundraising, most parish schools set
their tuition lower than their actual costs. All families in the school
benefit equally from the reduced tuition. In a sense, this is the American
way: a discount for schooling that benefits everyone, regardless of
whether or not their financial circumstances would require such a
discount. For Catholic schools to survive in the future, however,
parents who are financially able should be asked to pay the full cost
of educating their children or, at least, a larger share of the cost than
they now pay. A parish then can devote all or the major part of its
traditional school subsidy to providing tuition assistance to those
families who are unable to pay a larger share of the costs.

The inter-parish model for the support of Catholic schools provides
a way to meet some of the increasing expenses of parish and diocesan
schools.

In this model, each parish provides some support to a school, ac-
cording to a policy adopted by the diocese or some prearranged
agreement among the parishes involved with a particular school. The
inter- parish model is based on the assumptions that: (1) Catholic
schools are and will remain an important part of the church's educa-
tional mirry; (2) Catholic schools will become increasingly more
imponant to society; and (3) the support of Catholic schools is the
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responsibility of the entire Catholic community, not only of the parents

who send their children to Catholic schools. The success of any inter-

parish model is contingent upon the diocesan and parish leadership

necessary to support the program and the generosity of Catholics in

their contributions to their parishes.
The establishment of active development programs to build endow-

ments and to support current operating expenses is another approach,

already used by some dioceses and many schools, to help meet the

increasing costs of Catholic schools. Development programs. long a

mainstay of colleges. are a rather recent phenomenon for Catholic

schools. particularly elementary schools. In recent surveys, almost one

in four elementary schools (22.7 percent) and the vast majority of high

schools (84 percent) report having some type of endowment program

for the school (Guerra and Donahue, 1990; Keeley, 1990). As Th-

ompson and Flynn (1988) indicate, development is a long-term,

continuous process which is characterized by many activitie9, such as

annual funds, capital fund drives, estate planning, and corporate

eying. As such, development requires a commitment of personnel,

time, and resources to ensure its success. Development programs are

needed at the diocesan level and at the school level. Surveys and

numerous successful experiences of dioceses and schools show that

many Catholics will support well-organized and professionally- managed

development activities designed to benefit Catholic schools.

The establishment of federal or state educational voucher programs,

which parents can use for the education of their children in whatever

school they choose, also would assist with meeting some of the

increasing expenses of Catholic schools. Catholic parents, individu-

ally and collectively as part of diocesan- sponsored parent groups,

should vigorously lobby for the establishment of such programs as part

of their rights as citizens and taxpayers. The Catholic school commu-

nity should participate fully in the debate on parental choice that is

now sweeping the country (Chubb and Moe, 1990; Nathan, 1989).

Challenge 2
Catholic schools should reverse the decreasing percentage of

Catholic school-age children who attend Catholic schools.

In 1990, more than three million fewer children attended Catholic

schools than in 1964. A greatly-reduced birth rate among Catholic

families partly contributed to this decline in enrollment; however, a

significant part of the decline resulted from a sharp decrease in the

proportion of Catholic parents who sent their children to Catholic

schools. In 1962, an estimated 52 percent of all Catholic elementary-

school-age children attended a Catholic school (Neuwien, 1966); by

1987, this market- share estimate had fallen by almost half, to 27

percent (Harris, 1989). The decline for Catholic high schools was

almost as abrupt, falling from an estimated 32 percent of the Catholic

high- school-age population in 1962 (Neuwien, 1966) to less than 20

percent in 1987 (Harris, 1989).
The rising costs of Catholic schools and the financial circumstances
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of Catholic families undoubtedly played major roles in the decline in
market share. In some cases, the lack of a conveniently-located Catholic
school, the unavailability issues long championed by Andrew Greeley .
was a factor. However. many Caftlic parents who could afford to
send their children to Catholic schools have chosen not to do so. Some
of these parents question a particular school's ability to offer a quality
academic program when the school has large classes, underpaid
teachers, high teacher turnover, and poorer facilites than does the local
public school. Perhaps some parents no longer value Catholic schools.
Is it because parents have become increasingly secular and no longer
see the value of the religious aspect of Catholic schools? Or. do these
parents see a greater value in having their children attend public
schools? Is it because parents lack courage or conviction, or are they
simply unwilling to change their finannial priorities, despite having
sufficient resources to afford Catholic schools?

Catholic schools should make every effort to educate Catholic
families about the value of Catholic schools and their academic excel-
lence. As noted earlier, the research suggests that parents send their
children to Catholic schools for a variety of reasons. Even though most
parents want more from a Catholic school than just a good academic
program, clearly very few parents will send their children to a school
that they feel is not going to provide a good education to their children.

The research presented in the first part of this paper also provides
evidence concerning the academic emphasis of Catholic schools and
the effectiveness of their programs. However, to ensure their continued
excellence, Catholic schools should continually monitor the quality of
their academic programs through participation in diocesan and re-
gional accreditation programs. The self-study activities that are part
of most accreditation programs enable a school to identify aspects of
its program that require improvement. The external review by a visiting
team of educators, both immediately following the self study and
periodically thereafter, and the accreditation decision, provide moti-
vation for the school to improve areas that are found deficient.

Because parents are consumers who actively seek the best educa-
tional placement for their children, Catholic schools should aggres-
sively promote their programs so as to better inform parents about the
opportunities offered by the school. Very little is known, however, as
to how parents obtain and use information about a Catholic school to
help them decide whether or not to enroll their children in that school.
Some parents have first-hand information about the school from an
older child already enrolled there, or they learn what they can about
the school from a friend or neighbor or from personal visits. Other
parents may act with incomplete information. Favorable representa-
tions of the school, such as values, effective discipline, good personal
experiences, and quality academic program, would increase the like-
lihood that the parents will decide to send their child to the school.
Unfavorable representations, such as large classes, poorly-paid teach-
ers, facilities not as good as those of the public schools, and high
tuition, would decrease that likelihood.
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Catholic schools should aggressively tell their story and actively
recruit student& In its recruitment and public relations efforts, aschool
should project a positive image to prospective families and should
clearly demonstrate the effectivenessof its program. Only schools that
offer a quality education are in a position to recruit effectively. The
school's recruitment and public relations program which is an on-
going and year-round commitment, should: (1) emphasize the quality
of the school's academic and religious education programs; (2) show
that the school produces qualitygraduates; (3) effectively communicate
the tradition of the school and the characteristAcs that make the school
unique; and (4) dispel any myths concerning schools with larger

classes, poorer facilities, and lower-paid teachers being unable to offer

a quality education. In developing a good recruitment and public
relations rirogram, the basic principles of marketing apply: identify the
market; define the product; show how the product is helpful or
distinctive; and effectively communicate this to prospective parents
and students.

Challenge 3
A continually mobile Catholic population, decreasing enroll-
ments, a decreasing market share of the Catholic population,
the prospects of fewer Catholic school-age children after the
turn of the century, and higher costs will require dioceses and
schools to plan effectively for the future.

The pool of children who could potentially enroll in Catholic
schools will continue to decline. Even if Catholic schools are
successful in increasing the percentage of Catholic children who attend

Catholic schools, demographic trends indicate that the number of
school-age children in the United States will steadily decline after the

end of the decade. The Bureau of the Census anticipates that, for the

next 50 years, the elementary-school population of theU.S. will remain
above its 1987 level of 30.8 million. While that population will grow

by about three million during the 1990's, it will begin a steady decline
before the turn of the century. The high-school population will
rebound to its 1987 level of 14.5 million by 1995 and remain at or
slightly above that level until around the year 2010, when it also will

begin a steady decline.
In light of these projected demographic trends, dioceses should

engage in long-range, strategic plann;ng in order to ensure the future
viability of their Catholic schools. Diocesan strategic planning efforts
should result in the formulation and implementation of policies con-
cerning finances, governance, curriculum, marketing and public rela-

tions, and development programs for the schools, as well as a coor-
dinated plan for the future placement of the schools in the diocese.
Careful planning enables a diocese to help provide for the continuation
of its Catholic schools and their future excellence, arrange for orderly

and strategic consolidations and closings of schools, and when
appropriate, identify areas which require additional schools. Without
long-range planning. a diocese risks a gradual and haphazard attrition
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in the number of schools and, thus. its ability to serve future generations
of Catholic children.

Challenge 4
When a consolidation of Catholic high schools is required,
dioceses should attempt to preserve some single-sex high
schools.

The sharp decline in the number of adolescents since the early
1980's in most parts of the country, particularly the Northeastern and
Middle Atlantic states, resulted in the consolidation or closing of a
number of Catholic high schools. Ironically, these consolidations often
resulted in the establishment of co-ed schools and the loss of single-
sex high schools, just as the research began to establish the beneficial
effects of single-sex schools. An emerging body of research (Lee and
Bryk, 1986; Riordan, 1990; Schneider and Coutts. 1982) shows that
single-sex Catholic high schools seem to have specific advantages over
co-ed Catholic high schools in the areas of academic achievement,
educational aspirations, attitudes and behaviors related to academics,
and stereotypes concerning sex roles. The advantages of single-sex
schools are particularly notable for minority students, and overall for
girls more than for boys. The reasons offered for the benefits of single-
sex schools over co-ed schools are; (1) separation of academic concerns
from social concerns; (2) greater emphasis on discipline; (3) better
academic and social role models; (4) more opportunities for leadership:
and (5) higher sense of community in the school.

Challenge 5
Catholic schools should continue to improve the salary and
benefits of teachers to continue to attract and retain qualified
teachers.

Catholic schools are fortunate to have many dedicated and commit-
ted teachers who work for far less compensation than they would
receive if they taught in public schools. In addition to demonstrating
commitment to students, teaching. and the school, many Catholic
school teachers exhibit commitment to the mission of Catholic educa-
tion. Research (Bensnn and Guerra, 1985; Ciriello, 1988) shows that
commitment to mission is precisely the major reason that many
teachers choose to work in Catholic schools.

Salaries for Calholic school teachers have lagged considerably
behind salaries for public school teachers. For the 1988-89 school year,
the average salary of Catholic elementary school teachers was $15,578.
which was 57 percent of the average public school teacher's salary for
the 1987-88 school year (Keeley. 1990). The median salary for Catholic
secondary school lay teachers in the 1989-90 school year was $22,100,
which was approximately 70 percent of the median salary for public
school teachers (Guerra and Donahue, 1990).

To attract and keep qualified teachers, Catholic schools will have to
raise teacher salaries substantially. The need to increase salaries is not
only a matter of competing for teachers, but also a matter of justice.
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Challenge 8
Because most parents seek more from a Catholic school than
simply a good academic program, Catholic schools should
continue to be strong in their programs of religions inlucation
and in promoting the faith community of the school.

The academic reputation of a particular Catholic school is a suffi-

cient reason for some parents to send their children tothe school. Most
parents, however. are attracted to a Catholic school precisely because
the school is Catholic, integrates values into its curriculum, has
effective discipline, gives personal attention to students, or has reli-
gious teachers on its faculty. An increasingly secular world, whose

values are often inconsistent with the values espoused by Catholic
schools, will continue to underscore the importance of Catholic
schools. The teaching of values and the integration of values into the
curriculum will remain important selling features of Catholic schools.

Because the commitment to the religious formation of students and
the development of the faith community are so essential to the very

nature of Catholic schools, monitoring the effectiveness of the schools

in these areas should receive the highest priority. Those responsible

for Catholic schools should ensure that the schools continue their
efforts to build and sustain successful faith communities by employing

principals and teachers who have a commitment to develop the faith

community and by providing programs to assist principals, teachers,

and parents to understand the purpose and ethos of a Catholic school.

Challenge 7
If they are to maintain their commitment to the poor and
continue to serve a public function in educating the citizens
of the country, Catholic schools should increase their outreach
to Hispanics, new immigrant populations, and the poor of the
inner city.

The number of students from racial and ethnic minorities enrolled

in Catholic schools increased dramatically in the 1970's and early

1980's. In 1982, Catholic schools enrolled almost 615,000 minority

students (about 20 percent of the total enrollment), compared with

about 470,000 minority students in 1970 (about 11 percent of the total

enrollment). Of the minority students enrolled in 1982, 10.3 percent

were Asian, 43.3 percent were black, and 44.5 percent were Hispanic.

Between 1982 and 1989, the minority enrollment of Catholic schools

declined by almost 39,000 students to slightly over 576,000 students;

however, because the relative decline in the minority enrollment was

less than the relative decline in the total enrollment, the percentage of
minority students increased to 23 percent of the total enrollment. The
decline in the number of black students (48,800) far exceeded the
decline in the number of Hispanic students (17,600); however, because

of a steady wave of immigration, the number of Asian students
increased by over 26,200.

Two related factors substantially contributed to the decline in the

total number of minority students between 1982 and 1989: the
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increased costs of Catholic schools and the closing of schools that
served these minority populations, particularly schools in the inner
city. Unfortunately, the decline in the minority enrollment came at a
time when considerable evidence from national research studies
showed that Catholic schools are parlicularly effective for minority
students (Cibulka, O'Brien, and Zewe, 1982; Coleman, et al., 1982;
Coleman and Hoffer. 1987; Greeley, 1982).

Catholic schools can be proud of their accomplishments in the
education of minority students during the past 20 years. Increasing
birth rates among minority families and projected immigration patterns
will result in larger numbers of minority students, which will present
Catholic schools with many opportunities for continued service and

evlization.
A simple principle of demography is that populations

whair have more children will be over-represented in the next
generation. while those which have fewer children will be under-
represented. Given current birth rates, Cubans and non-hispanic
whites will be less numerous in the future, Puerto Ricans will be as
numerous, and blacks and Mexican- Americans will be more numerous
(Hodgkinson, 1990). As a result of these differential birth rates and
with a continued flow of immigrants from Mexico, Central America,
the Caribbean, and Asia, especially Southeast Asia, one out of every
three elementary and secondary schools students in the year 2000 will
be from an ethnic minority.

Perhaps the biggest challenge for Catholic schools is how to provide
adequate service to the exploding Hispanic population. Official
estimates place the number of Hispanics at 21 million, an increase of
more than six million since 1980. Hispanics, who now make up about
40 percent of the U.S. church, are expected to comprise over half of
U.S. Catholics by 2000. By 2020, Hispanics will number about 47
million, which will make them the largest minority group in the U.S.,
comprising approximately 17 percent of the population (compared
with six percent in 1980) and exceeding the anticipated number of
blacks by three million (Hodgkinson, 1990).

Two trends among the Hispanic population compound the chal-
lenge for Catholic schools. FIrst, about a quarter of all Hispanics now
live in poverty and almost half of the Hispanic children under three
were born into poverty. Second, Hispanics are leaving the church in
record numbers. Of those Hispanics who do not retain a Catholic
identification, young adults (18-24) often drop institutional affiliation
altogether and other adults often turn to some Fundamentalist sect.

What can Catholic schools do to meet the current and future
challenges presented by Hispanics, new immigrants, and the poor?
First, each diocese should make a commitment to increase the access
of these special populations to Catholic schools. In addition to a
systematic outreach program to recruit students from these popula-
tions, this commitment will necessitate the provision of some financial
assistance to these students to make their attendance possible. Perhaps
diocesan funds can be used to support a few schools that serve these
populations. Parishes and other schools, in a partnership arrangement,
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might provide some financial assistance to schools which have a
special ministry to these population& Finally, every school might
designate some funds for financial assistance to students from these
populations who attend the school.

Second, Catholic schools which serve special populations should

develop programs that acknowledge and reflect the culture, values, and

traditions of these populations. Such programs will accomplish two
principal objectives: (1) to provide students from these populations
with a sense of their culhiral and ethnic heritage; and (2) to provide
students of each ethnic group with information about the unique
cultures of other ethnic groups, which should help them see that those

cultures also are m
Third, all Catholic schools, but especially those which serve special

populations, should provide training for their teachers regarding the

culture, values, and languages of these populations so that the teachers
will be better able to: (1) treat students and parents from these
populations with sensitivity; (2) develop appropriate instructional ex-

amples for these students; and (3) understand and, when possible, use

al least some phrases from the languages of these students.

Challenge 8
The Catholic school's functional community will become in-

creasingly important as the social capital of the family is
gradually reduced for a greater number of students, due to the
alienation and individualism associated with the continuing
breakdown of the family unit.

The entry of more and more women into the full-time workforce,

the increase in the number of single-parent families, and the high
mobility of the population have contributed to the weakening of the

primary functional community in societythe family. As Coleman and

Hoffer note (1987, g. 18), the gradual contraction of families means that

many parents have lost a set of resources to help them in resing their
children. The loss of resources first began outside the nuclear family

with the virtual elimination, in many cases, of the extended family. The

high mobility of the population has resulted in the gradual breakdown
of frequent contact with the extended family. The extended family,

an important support for parents and source of values for their children,

is no longer readily available to many families.
The loss of resources has progressively moved inside the nut.gear

family with the increasing numbers of single-parent families and of

women employed full time outside of the home. The inemase in the

number of single-parent families during the 1980's was alarming.

Today, over a quarter of the children in the U.S. live with only their
mother or their %eller. According to the Bureau of the Census (The
Washington Post, December 10, 1989, p. A21), 18.9 percent of white

families. 54.1 percent of black families, and 30.2 percent of Hispanic

families in 1988 were single-parent families, up 25 percent for white

families (15.1 percent previously), 19 percent for black families (45.8

percent previously), and 43 percent for Hispanic families (21.1 percent
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previously) from 1980. Hodgkinson (1990) hypothesizes that almost
80 percent of the children born in 1983 will live with only one parent
before they reach 18. Like other schools. many Catholic schools in
recent years have experienced a dramatic increase in the number of
children from single-parent families.

As a result of the increasing entry of women into the full-time
workforce, children today are more likely than in the past to come home
after school to an empty house or to spend the remainder of their
afternoon in a day-care arrangement. Moreover, the number of latch-
key" children will rise as women increasingly opt for work and
children. Over half (57 percent in 1987) of the mothers of children
under six already have returned to work, as have almost three-quarters
(71 percent in 1987) of mothers of children between six and 17.
Moreover, larger amounts of working parents' time. interests, and
energies are devoted to activities related to their work, with the result
being that less of their attention is devoted to their children.

Children benefit from the social capital that results from strong
relationships between them and their parents. Coleman contends that
these relationships contribute more to the growth of children than do
the human capital of the parents and the physical resources of the
family, so that deficits in social capital are more serious than are deficits
in human capital. In fact, the human capital of parents can be largely
irrelevant for children, if the parents do not make their children an
important part of their lives, and/or if the human capital of parents is
employed exclusively at work or elsewhere outside of the home.

Catholic schools are strong functional communities that complement
the social capital produced in the family and, in some cases, they are
able to compensate for the diminished social capital of some families.
Catholic schools should continue to create a communal atmosphere
among faculty and students that is conducive to the academic, social,
and spiritual development of the students. In addition, Catholic
schools should encourage and facilitate mare parental involvement
with the school and more student involvement with their parishes, as
both parents and the larger Catholic community are important compo-
nents of the functional communities in the schools.

Challenge 9
catholic schools should adequately prepare their students to
assume their responsibilities as citizens in a world which
technological and scientific advances rapidly are changing
into one global community.

The 1980's marked a transition from an industrial society to an
information and communication society. The information explosion
made possible by the technological and scientific advances of the
1980's ushered in a new age of global awareness. Television, the
computer, and the facsimile machine, along with rapid intercontinental
travel, made the world community more acce5sible.

During the 1960's and 1970's, television created an awareness that
the problems of society were national problems, not local, and that the
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problems were problems of groups blacks, women, the aged, ethnic
groupsnot of individuals (Perkinson, 1991). In the 1980's, television
heightened our awareness of other cultures and the problems facing the
world community by providing continuous coverage of important
world events. Primarily because of television, the world became more
aware of environmental issues and the devastating effects of war,
hunger. poverty, and natural disasters.

Advances in computer technology, more than other technological
advances, hastened the emergence of the information society and

created the post-industrial world of the 1980's. Powerful computers
became commonplace in businesses, schools, and homes. Computers
vastly increased the amount of information available about the world

and they enabled this information to be rapidly transmitted virtually
anywhere in the world. The compilation of statistics became routine

and their easy retrieval invited comparisons an a worldwide, national,
and local basis. National eamornies became world economies as
national companies developed into multinational corporations. The

cumputer permitted management, which resided in one part of the

world, to coordinate the production of ods in another part of the
world with the marketing of these goods to any part of the world
(Perkinson, 1991).

Catholic schools have two important agendas here. First, Catholic

schools will be continually challenged to stay abreast of new technolo-
gies and to educate their students in the use of these technologies. All
schools should commit themselves to a full program of computer edu-

cation and to integrate computers wherever possible into their curric-

ula. Second, an even greater responsibility for Catholic schools is to
educate their students as citizens of this global community (see the
February, 1990 issue of Momentum on globai education). Catholic
schools have a grave obligation to help their students: (1) become more
aware of the global community in which they live; (2) appreciate the
cultures and values of different peoples in this global community; and

(3) when possible, act to alleviate some of the problems of the global
community which modern technology has helped to identify.

Challenge 10
Catholic schools should be ready to assume new configure-
tions that society may require as the country moves into the
21st century.

Only during the past two centiries has the school emerged as the
primary social agency for educhtion in the United States. Before the

19th century, American society relied more heavily on the family and

the church (Cremin, 1976). During the 19th century and the first half
of the 20th century, immigration, urbanization, and industrialization
significantly influenced the course of education (Van Scatter, Haas.

Kraft, and Schott, 1991). As they educated citizens for society, schools
became agents for economic growth, sz,^ial reforms, and community
harmony, and gradually took on jobs once performed by families,

churches and other community agencies.
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The technological revolution of the third quarter of the 20th century
set the stage for possible functional and structural changes in the
schools of the future. As the nation moves toward the end of the
century, demographic and societal factors will require Catholic schools
to re-evaluate their goals and objectives and may require the schools
to alter their organizational structures in order to respond to societal
needs.

A number of Catholic schools already have responded to the demand
for additional early childhood education and increased day care, which
resulted from the number of single-parent families and from women
entering the full-time workforce. Many Catholic elementary schools
have pm-kindergarten programs and offer day-care or enrichment
programs before and after school. Some dioceses, parishes, and reli-
gious communities have even established separate schools, exclusively
for early childhood education. As the demand for early childhood and
day-care programs continues to increase, more Catholic schools should
establish these programs, not only to help nret a societal need, but also
to extend and strengthen their base of support. These programs usually
are cost-effective, often profitable, and good sources for recruiting
students.

The continuing education of adults is a second area for which
Catholic elementary and secondary schools could assume some respon-
sibility. An aging American population increasingly will desire more
and better opportunities for continuing education to keep pace with
new technologies, to adapt to new jobs or to changing job conditions,
and to prepare for retirement. If the concomitant logistical, security,
and insurance problems could be resolved, the inclusion of adult
education programs may result in better utilization of facilities and
additional revenues, in addition to helping to promote inter- genera-
tional closure between children and adults.

A more remote aspect cf this challenge is the impact that any
dramatic changes in public schools would have on Catholic schools.
A pawing public dissatisfaction, the widespread discussion of parental
choio, and tho gradual movement towards community-based manage-
ment alga governance of public schools provide the motivation for a
restructuring of the public schools.

The public schools of the future are likely to tie more decentrtlized
in their governance and control than they are today. The decentrali-
zation of public schools would not directly affect the organizational
structure of Catholic schools. Catholic schools already enjoy local
management and control, which has been regarded as one of their great
strengths (Chubb and Moe, 1990). Indeed, Catholic schools well may
benefit from a decentralized publ ic school system, since any decentrali-
zation of public schools probably would require a change in the manner
of funding the schools and may increase the likelihood of some kind
of educational voucher program.

A more radical rc.Aructuring of all schools also is possible. Continu-
ing techno14cal advances will increase the opportunity and the
likelihuod for the education of students in their homes or at satellite
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centers. Increasingly, instruction will be more individualimi. As
technolm permits more adults to work in the home, the importanoi
of the schools' custodial role will diminish. Schools will continue to

Serve important social functions, such as the socialization of students
and the transmission of values. Howyer, students will not come on

a daily basis, but only for scheduled discussions, activities, and
reniial work.

In the future, new privately-sponsored educational alternatives
likely will compete with the public schools. One alternative structure
already is beginning to emerge in industry. A natural extension of
company-supported day care al the work site, which is becoming more
common AS companies seek to attract and retain qualified workers, is

the establishment of company-supported schools, primarily for the
children of employees, but also possibly for the children in the
neighborhood.

How Catholic schools meet the challenges related to any restructur-
ing of public schools largely depends on what new structures emerge.
No foreseeable structures would seem to diminish the importance of
Catholic schools. Catholic schools would still be needed for religious
education and for inculcation of values. They would still be valued

for the faith communities that they create and for the functional
communities that surround them. What might be different, however,
is the form of the Catholic school. Perhaps now is the time for a more

serious discussion regarding one possible form of the Catholic school:

that is, the center for all of the religjous education in a parish.
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EDUCATION:
THE UNFINISHED

AGENDA

John S. Cummins, D.D.
Bishop or Oak lanc4 California

Introduction
The safest of statemerts in a Jesuit University is that education

is a perennial concern. More than that, it is a national urgency.
The label of crisis will achieve consensus. What is disturbing is
that the remedies are entirely too slow in coming.

The Public Broadcasting System last year ran a five-part series on
American education. Its premise is that there are two educational
systems in the United States, one that works and one that doesn't.
The focus, of course, is limited to public education.

The New York Times features, almost daily, a serious article on
the crisis in education. These are marked by two characteristics,
the first is that there is a doleful quality to most of them approach-
ing over and over again what must be done. On Easter Sunday 1990.
for instance, the president of the Education Commission of the States,
Frank Newman, writes, "There is a widespread consensus that schools
and school systems need a top to bottom restructuring. To achieve
the sort of results that are needed will take at least ten years of hard
consistent effort." He lists items that will be costly, involved, and
take a great deal of time. For example, he says, "Schools must be
radically changed to include more hands-on learning; teachers and
principals need to be retrained. School systems need more flexibility
at the school level on providing greater accountability."

In the meantime, however, Newman proposes four tasks for the
immediate future. First, to provide tutors and role models for every
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"at risk" student. The second is to involve parents. The third is
to expect more from all students. The fourth is for teachers to know

students as individual& These criticisms and recommendations have

a repetitive flavor. Furthermore, they exclusively address concerns
with public stee-supported schools. While there is a deservedly
revered place for public schools in the tradition of the last 150 years
(this comment is included, not to placate those who sense criticism

in this paper, but because belittling the achievements and the
contributions of public schools is detrimental to the solution of the

problem). American education is considerably broader than just the
public education of the past century and a half. The common weal

is not well served by narrowing the focus in this area any more than

it is conceivable to remove private colleges and universities from the
understanding of higher education in the United States or to complain

about their drawing away students from tax-run universities. Like-

wise, with reference to the health care system, one would never
expect that the accepted delivery pattern is the state-sponsored
hospital, and the rest should make their case over and over aga.n

for legitimacy.
In Oakland, California, 23 percent of elementary and secondary

students are in private institutions. There are no statistics on the
rising number of home schools. Rather than deplore this situation,
educators see the reality as part of the entire effort and look at that
phenomenon from the point of view of its value to society, its
effectiveness, and the promise it offers of producing capable people

in tne next generation.
There is general agmement that the present educational scene must

chaiage, especially in the cities. The difficulty is the complacency
with whicl lack of progress is accepted by so many. There is an

urgency that makes the current and long-enduring lethargy incalcu-

lably puzzling. It takes four years to produce or miss a generation,
either to enable them with the base to move on toward a high-tech

world or leave them with little or no capacity to participate or to

contribute to their own communities. It is a mild evaluation to say

that society is preparing a future that will not serve any individual

well. Society is almost ensuring an urban scene of strife.
The complexity of the issue and inertia of older systems are not

justification for tortoise-like progress. It is time for great effort. This

crisis in education compels educators to debate the following three

conditions, from which a plan of action should emerge. Number

one, there have been deep and widespread changes in society,

especially in neighborhoods, which call for a diversity of educational

approaches. Number two, American society is pluralistic and its
institutions should correspond tc that reality. Number three, the hour

is getting late.

Societal Changes
In Public and Private High Schools: The Impact of Communities,
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(1987) by James S. Coleman of the University of Chicago and Thomas
Hoffer from Northern Illinois University, the Irst chapter is a
significant appraisal of the changes that have taken place in the
context in which schools must oprate.

A good place to start, the authors feel, is the dual aim of an
educational The first of these sees schools es society's instrument
for orientation to the larger community, basically releasing students
from the limitations of being born into this or that family. The other,
and not necessarily opposite goal, is to see the school as the extension
of the family, reinforcing family values and traditions. It is the
authors' thesis that in the early 19th century, America had a largely
homogeneous, Protestant, English-origin population. The family's,
community's. and nation's interests largely coincided. There were,
of course, conflicting elements, such as the arrival of German
Lutherans and Catholics in mid-century that could have been at
variance with the dominant values. In some cases, they harmonized
goals by setting up their own German-language public schools. Irish
and German Catholics found the public school environment alien-
ating. Also, the segregationist mentality of the south was in conflict
with the national attempt to avoid racial distinctions.

In mid-20th century America however, conflicts in values have
expanded. Traditional values are not universally held. Many seek
release from what they consider narrow views of the past.

Furthermore, added to those value conflicts are radical changes
in family patterns. In many situations, although not all, society has
gone from the extended family, to the nuclear family, to heavily
single-parent homesawareness of which is not widespread. The
figures on those working away from the immediacy of family are
radically changed. A century ago, most husbands and wives worked
in their immediate neighborhood. Now, the overwhelming majority
of adults and parents not only are working outside of the home, but
also are employed at some distance from the home.

Likewise, high mobility takes a toll on the strength of neighbor-
hood communities. With newcomer&, it takes time to build relation-
ships. If, as is very often the case, mobility is a factor in family life,
people do not want to put roots down and they place severe curbs
on bow much they are going to invest in the communities where
they temporarily live. These changes have a direct effect on educa-
tional systems and programs.

Coleman and Hoffer, for example, describe the family, neighbor-
hood, and community necessary for the educational enterprise to be
successful. They treat these as "functional communities" and "value
communities." Functional communities maintain structural consis-
tency between generations of parents and young people. Children
become socialized because of the multiple interaction of parents with
one another and with teachers and the student community. The
authors also emphasize that families need these functional commu-
nities to raise the next generation. Disadvantaged parents. especially,
should have these resources so as not to be left on their own.
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Value communities on the other hand, which were once an
accepted situation in the American neighborhood, are collections of
people who share similar values about education and child rearing,

While the functional community can have a serious divergence
of values, one set is dominant. American neighborhoods used to be
functional communities, but there has been a decline in the residen-
tially-based functional communities. The impact of this radical
change in community life has a profound impact on schools, relating
to such things as diverse as curriculum choices, dress codes, even
homework. One result of these developments, according to Coleman
and Hoffer, in an observation that tesonates with personal experience,
is that a heavy burden falls on the prindpal. A strong leader with
personal force can make a particular set of values dominant within
the school, but the role of the principal can, at times, be very difficult
and sometimes altogether too demanding. In schools based on
functional communities, the task of the principal in maintaining and
exercising authority in a school can be readily accomplished, merely
by first discovering the dominant set of values in the community
and the norms supporting these values and then exercising authority
accordingly (imposing sanctions to enforce the norms).

Today, when school attendance is based on residence, a princi-
pal has no set of dominant community values to uphold. Instead,
there are a number of contending values. The principal no longer
has the strength of a tightly-knit functional community to support
authoritative actions.

Public schools with a geographically-defined student body have
become increasingly heterogeneous. with great diversity and even
conflict of values. It is not a surprising consequence that people
now are discussing various kinds of "choice schools," "magnet
schools," or Montessori-type schools, with different educational or
perhaps philosophical premises.

This change in society and neighborhood has altered the context
in which education operates. There is heterogeneity of the Ameri-

can population of values and ideas. The embracing of this diver-
sity in the current American experience makes critical compuisons
of United States schools with those of Japan and other countries with
homogeneous cultures and populations, both unhelpful and mislead-

ing.

Pluralistic Society
In his book, We Hold These Truths: Catholic Reflections on the

Am/a-icon Prop; sition (1960, the Jesuit theologian from Woodstock,
Maryland, Father John Courtney !Alp-ray, S.J., points out that America
is unique in the modern world, chiefly because the native condition
of American society was pluralistic.

By pluralism, Murray means the co-existence within the one
political community of groups who hold divergent and incompatible
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views with regard to religious questions, those ultimate questions that
concern the nature and destiny of the human race within a universe
that stands under the reign of God. For Murray, pluralism implies
disagreement and dissension within the community, but it also
implies a community within which there must be agreement and
consensus. He does not underestimate the political problem here.
If society is to be conducted rationally, some set of principles should
motivate the general participation of all groups. religious included,
despite their dissensions, in the oneness of the community. On the
other hand, those common principles should not deter each group
from its own unique identity.

Recognizing that the founders of this country lived in and leg-
islated for a far simpler age than ours, Murray cites one illustration
of this change, in the words of Alexander Meiklejohn, who names
the great "revolution" of modern times as the transfer of education
from the church to the state. The First Amendment had looked to
the relationship of religion to public order in society and therefore,
to the still-uncomplicated institutions of the state. With the
educational revolution, the school question joined the legacy of
problems. In Murray's words, the argument about "education, church
and state" is still far from finished. In fact, for him in the 1950's,
the real discussion had hardly begun.

Like Coleman and Hoffer, Murray does not debate whether there
is a value element in education, but emphasizes the reality of the
ideological element in the schooling of the young. For him, changes
had occurred in the religio-social structure of America, which had
profoundly altered the understanding which 19th century America
had of itself. Murray's point is that pluralism had taken hold in
contrast to the homogeneous structures of a century and a half earlier,
when public education had its beginnings. The basis of common value
in the early times was much akin to what Coleman and Hoffer hold,
that tht: climate was presumably Protestant and English. ln the 20th
century, the atmosphere was more heavily marked by a presumption
of secularism. From another point of view, the unspoken or articu-
lated ideology of public education was its understanding of itself as
an instrument for the inculcation of democracy and the means of
transmitting spiritual and moral values in a non-sectarian manner.

For Murray, American society now is neither vaguely Protestant
nor has it some faith in some generalized values. Religion in America
has a form that is precisely defined, namely a pluralistically-
structured form. This far Murray is a fact, a fact which has
consequences because it should be responded to specifically, not
vaguely. There may be evidence of the continuing relevance of
Murray's argument. Twice in the last 15 years in California, there
have been serious efforts to relate public education more vitally to
religion and to teach legitimately in the public schools about religious
traditions. The present effort to relate public education more vitally
to religion and to teach religion legitimately confirm the significance
of Murray's central conviction. Murray's Aservation about the
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essential pluralism of American society forces a confrontation with
the dual pattern assumed by the American educational system in the
19th century, that is, the public school as the single publicly-
supported school and the religious school as barred from public
support. Murray finds this pattern outdated and arils it "an anomaly
in our present pluralistic society." It is a relic of the past, surviving
in the present on the momentum of ideas and social facts that time
itself has left behind.

For Murray, the solution, like the creation of the problem itself,
will be the work of generations. It will be reached by a reasonable
and factual argument, unclouded by passion Or prejudice, drawing
from the complex of elements making up the American proposition
that there is dissension, but there are shared truths, and that there
is need to maintain cultural and ethnic identity, but also some con-
sensus in values. For Murray, 35 years ago was the appropriate time.
He feels a familiar dynamism was at work, namely growth In moral
insight, assisted by a realistic grasp of socio-religious reality. He

uses the illustration of earlier times of the "separate but equal"
doctrine, as an example of a court position which has changed
because sociological alterations sharpened moral judgments and led
to legal changes.

The analogy is an easy one, Murray feels. That public aid should
be denied by law to certain schools simply on the grounds that they
teach a particular religion was never in conformity with the moral
canon of distributive justice. This moral norm requires that govern-
ment, in distributing burdens and benefits within the community,
should have in view the needs, marits, and capacities of the various
groups of citizens in general. The principle of distributive justice
would require that a proportionately just measure of public support
should be available to such schools as serve the public cause of
popular education, whether or not these schools are specifically
religious in their affiliation and orientation.

Murray grants that perhaps the limits of public funding of Ameri-
can education might have been defended by a manner of sociological
argument, apart from the justice question, that we were dealing with
a small group, perhaps even an eccentric group, existing on the
periphery of American society, whose needs might possibly be
overlooked in the interest of some wider good. On the contrary, now
we have to deai with a large segment of our society, fully integrated
into its pluralistic structure.

The segment's educational needs and interests coincide with p:.blic
needs and interests, especially in urban areas, while at the same time
remaining special to the particular community. The good of a
pluralistic society should be defined in pluralistic terms.

Great difficulties in making the argument for state support for
religiously-affiliated schools arise in two areas. First, one should be
free to make this statement while still maintaining that the 2ublic
school system merits strong defense, both in its efforts in improve-
ment and insofar as it relates itself realistically to the religious
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realities of the United States. Secondly, the constitutional questions
figure very strongly in this kind of discussion and, in many areas,
almost preclude dialogue.

Murray does not minimize either of these questions. He does,
however, feel that they must be discussed. Constitutional law should
reckon with the change in realities of American life, whether they
be social, economic, or religious. He remarks on Felix Frankfurter's
comment that the relation of church and society in the American
tradition is a "spacious one." The constitutional principle is: no
establishment of religion. But, another norm to keep inviolate in
changing circumstances is the right of the free exercise of religion.
It is not permissible to read into the concept of separation of church
and state a philosophy of hostility to religion. And, Murray quotes
from the Zorach case on education, the decision that upheld the
provision of released time in the school day. that the whole intent
of the First Amendment was to protect, not to injure the interest
of religion in American society, in that government respects the
religious nature of its people and accommodates the public service
to their spiritual needs. It has never been the tradition in America
for government, in any of its agencies. to regard the spiritual and
religious needs of the people as being entirely outside of the scope
of its active concern. On the contrary, there are instances of
government accommodating its public service to these needs, such
as chaplaincies in the Armed Forces and tax exemption to properties
of religious institutions. One condition of these arrangements is that
such cooperation should not infringe on, but rather support the right
to the free exercise of religion. Another condition is that government
responsibility for action in the particular matter should be well
defined. It is from this quality of our tradition that new development
should come to meet the problem which educational and religio-
social changes have made acute.

For Murray, the ppropriateness of developing this doctrine of
accommodation in the matter of government aid to religion in
education can hardly be denied. As a people we are agreed, he feels,
that government should not undertake responsibility for the care of
the sacred order of religious life. Government responsibility is limited
to a care for the freedom of religion. However, the special area of
the school experience presents a different case. Government has
assumed responsibility here. It has undertaken to promote and
support education and demands universal education. It is precisely
in this area of education that the spiritual needs of a religious people
today are sharply felt. Government cannot ignore these needs, for
the fortunes of free government are intimately linked to the fact
of a religiously-informed and virtuous citizenry.

In Murray's terms, no one will deny that the problem of apply-
ing this principle will be difficult. It will not be easy to draw the
line between constitutional accommodation of the public service in
aid of religion and education and unconstitutional aid to religion
itself. He is confident, however, that the American tradition is a
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treasury. It is our responsibility to bring forth from it new things

and old.
What is clear to Murray is that the current criticism and dissat-

isfaction with schooling in America will not disappear. There is
danger in supporting a complacency that supposes that the problem
of religion and education was finally settled by such cases as the

McCollum doctrine of absolute and complete separation of church

and state. "So, far from solving the problem." Murray says, "this

doctrine has made it more acute. Until the problem is solved with

all justice and realism, the American ideal of ordered freedom, for

which the Bill of Rights stands, will not have been achieved." Murray

does not say, but one can easily infer, that minor reforms and
adjustments in American education will not heal the dissatisfaction.

As great as the challenge is, it is totally consistent with Murray's
understanding of the American proposition, namely, the coherent

structure of thought that lays claim to intellectual assent and an
organized political project that aims at historical success. "Neither

as a doctrine nor as a project, is the American proposition a finished

thing. Its demonstration is never done once for all; and the
proposition itself requires development on penalty of decadence," he

says.

The Hour Is Late
From the time that the Department of Education produced its

reflective work, A Nation at Risk, them has been a growing consen-

sus that the educational structure in the United States is not serving

its citizens well. This is largely put in terms of the future of our
nation in the economic competition of the world in the next
generation. A perceptive editor writes in the Oakland Tribune:

Here is a little movie to hold in our mind as you envision what

sort of nationli stature and economic power we might command

at the dawn of the twenty-first century. This two-scene tale has
locations in Geneva, Switzerland, and downtown Oakland,

California.
The first scene is in a Geneva jewelry store. The clerk is u

twenty-one year-old Swiss student. She sells jewelry. goes to

a university and travels relentlessly to satisfy her ambition to
crack the higher rungs of the corporate ladder. "Oh you are from

Oakland," she says to my wife and me. "I had a wonderful
time on your beautiful Lake Merritt last summer."
Her English is wholly without accent, her knowledge of the

major points on the globe is near encyclopedic and her future

is unmistakable. She will be in the vanguard 4 the new
European entrepreneurial class that is rising across 1.,t, continent

to meet us head on in the new global market.
The other scene is in downtown Oakland, where a charming

young man, who should be going places of his own in this world
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stops a newspaper publisher to ask for a job. Only it turns
out he can neither read nor write.
Now you know why some serious business executives are won-
dering how we hope to weather our way through to the twenty-
first century as a great power. We cannot get there from here.
More and and more business people are saying it is time to
do something (1990).
We as Catlic people must look from the viewpoint of our own

religious values as well. William C McCready, an associate professor
of sociology at Northern Illinois University, writes: "American
Catholics of Euro heritage have been spectacularly successful at
entering the mid e-class economic mainstream and Catholic schools
have been en important and integral part of that process." He prays
for their continuance. "I am not arguing that the Church will collapse
without the schools. I am arguing that we are better off with them
than without them" ("Identity," 1989).

McCready's colleague, Father Andrew Greeley, has discussed over
and over again the sociological findings of the impact of Catholic
schools on their students. "Virtually all the criticisms aimed at the
Catholic schools are refuted by these data: they are not rigid,
repressive, dull or restrictive. On the contrary, they seem to facilitate
greater happiness, more support for the equality of women, more con-
fidence in other people, more willingness to see sex as a sacrament,
greater generosity to the Church, more benign images of God, greater
learners of the complexity of moral decision making and higher
intellectual achievement." Greeley assesses this laconically. "Not bad"
("Catholic Schools," February 1989). The effect of Catholic schools
is not precisely because of family und. There are additional
influences and effects on studentsbaVe old explanation that the
schools were merely duplicating the work of the Catholic family is
simply not valid. According to Greeley, "Catholic schools seem to
have their effect on those who attend them, not so much through
formal religious instruction class, but rather through the closeness
of the Catholic community which the experience of attending Catholic
schools generates" ("My Research on Catholic Schools," November
1989).

A decade before, in the review, "Catholic Schools in a Declining
Church," Greeley writes, "Catholic schools are much more impor-
tantas measured by the strength of correlation between Catholic
school attendance and adult behaviorin a time of crisis in the
Church than in a time of stability." In our generation, what has
become strikingly clear is the value of the Catholic school in the
heart of the city and especially in minority communities. The
testimony comes from many different sources. The black Catholic
bishops write, "Today Catholic schools still represent for many in
the Black Community, especially in the urban areas, an opportunity
for quality education and character development. They also repre-
sentand this is no less importanta sign of stability in an
environment of chaos and flux...It should be a source of legitimate
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pride that our schools are sought after by many who are not Catholic,

as well as Catholics because of the religious and moral values
considered as part of a quality education" ("What We Have Seen and

Heard," 1984).
Greeley notes from his studies, "The Catholic schools are the most

effective contribution the Church is making to the service of the poor.

While Catholic school attendance has been declining, the enrollment

of Blacks and Hispanics (al least half of the former not Catholic) in
Catholic schools has been increasing dramatically. Research done

by James Coleman and myself on secondary schools students
indicates that the Catholic schools have an enormous impact on the

sons and daughters of the disadvantaged. It is especially among the
disadvantaged and even more among the multiply-disadvantaged that

the impact of Catholic secondary schools is likely to be greatest" ("My

Research," November 1989).
The city of Oakland, California, is a strong illustration of this.

Students who enroll in the Catholic schools have test averages that

are from the 20th percentile and above in their first year. In three

years, they are up to grade level in standardized reading tests. Each

of the Catholic high schools has a greater than 90 percent rate of
college entrants. Although these facts have been public for years,
the level of appreciation seems remarkably shallow.

There are other benefits to the city besides the academic achieve-

ments of the students. Eight years ago, one of the oldest schools
was rebuilt. One family declared that the actiun on the pall of the

diocese made them rethink a proposed plan of moving from the
neighborhood. This experience seems to be a national one. Robtrt

Keeley, writing years ago in the Notre Dame Journal of Educaticu4

speaks of the Catholic schools' identification with the neighborhood
because the institution reflects very well the community itself (1971).

Another commentator, Doctor Thomas Vitullo-Martin, tells the story

of the fire-damaged Our Lady of Victory School in south Bronx in

1977: "The financial situation was extraordinarily difficult. Parents

and community leaders protested the closing of the school, arguing

that it would not only hurt the children but drive from the
neighborhood many of the families who played important roles in

resisting the forces destroying the south Bronx" (Catholic Inner-City

Schools, 1979).
Benjamin F. Payton. the president of Tuskegee University in

Alabama, is quoted in the New York Times on Easter Sunday 1990,
"We are beginning to see a collection of institutions, both Black and

White that are helping Black students understand again that the
single, most important route out of poverty is education."

Greeley reinforces this conviction by the declaration that Catholic

schoes do indeed render an important service to the poor. "It is

difficult to think of any other efforts of the Catholic Church in the

larger urban centers of America which reach so many of the poor

or reach them with such notable effectiveness. Nonetheless. Catholic

schools in the inner city are slowly being closed and there seems
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to be little protest from those Catholics who are enthusial tically
committod to the cause of justice and peace and to the prefmential
f:ption for tile poor" ("My Research," November 1989).

Despite the accomplishments of Catholic schools, and the wide-
spread recognition of their contribution to the stability of city neigh-
borhoods, to the education of the poor, and to the hope they provide
to the disadvantaged, they are quietly disappearing. There will be
no crisis for Catholic schools in the city. There will just be silent
erosion. Cities will be the less for that. There is now an urgent need
for public discussion, parental action, policy debate, and the attention
of the business community.

The achievement of the Catholic schools is not a secret. It has
received notable acclaim from such American institutions as Forbes
Magazine and Business Week. Even the whisper of fairness floats
occasionally through the air. In a debate held at the University of
California, Davis, in April of 1988, the California Superintendent of
Public Instruction states in reference to radical change in American
educational funding: "Some of my argument would be let's let this
reform movement play out. Let's see how far it can go and not take
this risky set of propositions into account until we have tried to make
the schools better directly. Certain people have brought up costs.
But what they haven't said about a voucher plan is that it is going
to cost between ten to fifteen billion just to get to the place where
you can start having competition come into play. Because right now
parents of students who are attending private schools are subsidizing
the system. Fair or not, they are." One should add that in Oakland,
half of the people paying tuitions in Catholic schools live below the
level of poverty for American families.

Lewis V. Gerstner, Jr.. the CEO of R. J. R. Nabisco, identifying
education as a major American crisis, says that it is time to stop
predicting rain and begin building arks. His firm, one of the nation's
largest, has put aside 30 million dollars to invest in education. He
quotes depression-era President Franklin D. Roosevelt: "This country
needs bold, persistent, experimentation. It is common sense to take
a method and try it. If it fails, admit it frankly and try another.
But, above all, try something" (Maynard, Oaklond Tribune).

Dealing with the school crisis is the American society's respon-
sibility. according to John Courtney Murray. It is part of the
unfinished business of this country. Much of contemporary American
concern for education is not antithetical to Murray's thought that:

Neither as a doctrine nor as a project is the American proposition
a finished thing. Its demonstration is never done once for all;
the proposition itself requires development on penalty of
decadence. Its historical success is never to be taken for granted
nor can it come to some absolute term; and any given measure
of success demands enlargement on penalty of instant decline.
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A N C U S S I 0

SCHOOL AND
SOCIETY

I. Background Papers
Catholic Education: Statistical Profile and Trends
Mr. Frederick H. Brigham, jr., executive assistant to the President
and director of research, NCEA, Washington. DC

Catholic Schools in a Changing Society: Past Accomplishments and
Future Challenges:
John J. Convey, Ph.D., Saint Elizabeth Ann Seton Chair in
Education, The Catholic University of America, Washington, DC

Education: The Unfinished Agenda:
Most Rev. John S. Cummins, D.D., Bishop of Oakland, CA.

IL Some Basic Questions
What are/will be the major changes in society that will impact
the identity and mission of Catholic schools?

How do/will Catholic schools contribute to a synthesis of faith
and culture? What elements of contemporary American culture
call for a countercultural response from Catholic schools?

In what ways is the evolving cultural context similar to/different
from the context in which Catholic schools were originally comis-
sioned by bishops at the Council of Baltimore?

How do/will schools respond to changing populations/demograph-
ics?

How do/will Catholic schools understand and implement an
option for the poor?

III.Discussion
1. To what extent do the Background Papers address the basic

questions?
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2. What questions are not addressed by the papers?
3. What new questions are raised by the authors of the Background

Papers?
4. What is the group's reaction/evaluation of the current status of

this issue? Do not confine your analysis to the materials in
the Background Papers.

5. What is the group's judgment about desirable directions for
Catholic schools in regard to this issue, and appropriate
strategies for moving in those directions?

Study and Discussion Guide: The Catholic School and Society.

W. Summary
1. Clarification of the issue (a summation of responses to question

4: the current status of the Issue.)

2. StrAegy for the future (A summation of responses to question 5:

appropriate future directions.)

Discussion Leader Location Date
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